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The undersigned is a member of the Science, Technology & Energy
Committee of the New Hampshire House of Representatives, but the views
ex.pressed ir.. this statement are his own arid do not purport to represent the views
of the Committee.

1. Root Cause of High New England Winter Electric Prices, There is a
strong consensus among energy experts that the root cause of recent high
winter wholesale and retail electricity prices in New Hampshire and
throughout New England is the lack of sufficient interstate natural gas
pipeline capacity from the low-cost Marcellus shale region in nearby
Pennsylvania into Dracut, the New England pipeline terminus north of
Boston. I believe that consensus is entitled to overwhelming weight.

Natural gas-fired generating plants now produce roughly 50% of New
England’s electricity, and are “on the margin” for dispatch by ISO-NE during
most of the 8760 hours in the year. This means (a) that gas generators
typically set the “clearing price” for all electricity sold in the ISO-NE “real
time” market, and (b) that increases or decreases in the wholesale price of
electricity in New England are driven largely by increases or (lecreaSeS in the
wholesale price of natural gas at the Dracut hub. Natural gas prices at Dracut
are a function of demand and supply. During most of the year, pipeline
capacity into New England is sufficient to supply the region’s gas-fired
generators at low prices reflecting an over-abundance of supply at the well-
head in Pennsylvania. Most of these generators cannot justif’ the premiums
they would pay for “firm” gas transportation contracts (i.e. a dedicated share
of pipeline capacity), since they can get the gas they need to operate on a
“non-firm” basis on all but the 10 or 20 coldest days of the winter, at prices
reflecting normal demand.

But during those 10-20 coldest days of the year, local gas distribution
companies, which have paid for firm gas transportation in order to meet
home heating demand, c..iaim the bulk of the available gas pipeiin.e ca.pacity.
This sharply reduces the “non-firm” or interruptible gas supply available for
electric power generation, and causes gas prices to spike for generators who
do riot have firm.. gas transportation c.ontra.cts. If ISO-NE needs those gas
generators to run in order to cover retail load, the price of the electric power
they produce (and all other power sold at real-time prices while gas is on the
ma.rgin.) will also spike, sometim..es to levels severa.i times higher than
normal. in extreme cases, these gas generators may simply shut down rather



than operate at loss or rng ISo NE to dispatch even more costly coal rnd
oil resources.

2. Preferred Solution. The preferred solution is the construction of new
interstate gas pipeline capacity into New England—all the way to Dracut—
sufficient to eliminate the “basis differential” between natural gas wholesale
prices at the Hudson River (e.g., in Tennessee Zone 5) and those at Dracut
and throughout New England (Tennessee Zone 6). if this basis differential
can be eliminated, or even substantially reduced, through additional supply
at Dracut, New England wholesale gas prices during cold peak winter days
would come down to levels more closely approximating New York’s, and
New England wholesale and retail electric prices would follow. New
Hampshire residential ratepayers would see significantly lower retail electric
rates, and New Hampshire businesses and industrial customers would be at
much less of a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis New York and the mid-
Atlantic states.

As compared to the winter of 2012-13 (the four months from
December-March), the basis differential in wholesale gas prices between
New York and Boston (Dracut) during the four-month winter of 2013-14 cost
the New England economy $3.2 billion in added electric bills.

Various industry experts have estimated that it would take an
additional 1.2 to 2.4 billion cubic feet (hcfl/day of supply at Dracut to
eliminate the basis differential in wholesale gas prices between New York
and New England. See studies by Black & Veatch (2013), Competitive Energy
Services (2014), and ICF International (2015), attached and referred to in
Section 8 below. I do not know how much additional pipeline capacity at
Dracut would be required to eliminate this basis differential, but I believe the
current inquiry in this docket should focus on that question.

The major interstate gas pipeline companies have been slow to build
new capacity into New England because FERC policy arid regulations require
firm gas transportation contracts to support proposed new pipeline capacity
However, gas-fired electric generators are not compensated for the
premiums paid for firm transportation, and as noted above, most have no
incentive to sign on as anchor tenants. Phus new capacity may depend on
additional commitments from local gas distribution companies (LDC’s), as is
happening now in Connecticut.

Still, there now ppear to be at least two serious pipeline
development projects that together would bring additional gas supplies in
the indicated range to Dracut—the Spectra “Access Northeast’ and Kinder
Morgan “North East Direct” projects. So new capacity is likely to be built out
within the next three to four years, provided individual New England states



such as New Hampsh re do not delay them by attempting to mtrodw e new
regulatory or legal hurdles.

However, because none of these lines is likely to he completed until
2018 at the earliest, the “preferred solution” necessarily requires
continuation of ISO-Nh’s “winter reliability programs” (emphasizing on-site
oil storage at “dual-fuel” generating facilities and additional supplies and
storage of high-cost LNG) through at least the winter of 2017-18, and
perhaps longer. So far, ISO-NE has managed the winter peak pn)grarn
effectively. We have to hope they will continue to be successful.

3. The Preferred Solution is Regional. The preferred solution isa regional
solution, not merely ofa regional solution. It is not just New Hampshire
that needs additional gas pipeline capacity, but all of New England (for which
read “l)racut”), with the possible exception of Vermont, which has next to no
gas pipeline infrastructure. (For example, the Kinder Morgan proposal
closely approximates the hypothetical trans-regional pipeline route
recommended to NESCOF, the New England States Committee on Electricity,
by their consulting engineers Black & Veatch.) Assuming FERC grants
Spectra and/or Kinder Morgan a “certificate of public convenience and
necessity” under 15 ILS.C. § 717(c), siting authorities in the separate New
England states (in New Hampshire, the Site Evaluation Committee) will each
have a role in permitting routes for new or expanded pipelines within their
jurisdictions—but because FERC jurisdiction largely pre-empts the field
under the Federal Power Act, their authority will largely be limited to
influencing the location of routes, rather than approving or blocking one oi’
more particular interstate pipeline projects altogether.

4. EDC Purchases of Firm Pipeline Capacity. If by “EDC’s” staff means New
hampshire electric distribution companies regulated by the Commission
whose retail rates are set by Commission action (Eversource, Ilnitil, Liberty),
it is not clear to me that any New Hampshire EDC’s (as distinct from gas
L[)C’s) would need to purchase firm gas pipeline capacity. (Liberty’s LI)C
has proposed to contrart with Kinder Morgan for significant additional firm
gas transportation capacity.) The “market” has indeed been very sluggish in
responding to the obvious need for additional gas pipeline capacity in New
England, but it fin thy seems to he in gear.

5. LNG is Not a Complete or Long-Term Solution. I do not believe
increased Liquefied Nat iral Gas supplies or storage facilities at or near
l)racut can reliably substitute for new gas pipeline capacity. LNG prices and
availability are simply too unpredictable. The appearance of LNG supply
ships from the Caribbean in Boston Harbor this past winter m iy well have
helped to hold down winter price spikes for both gas and electricity, as
compared to the much higher price spikes in the winter of 2013-14, but it is
not something New hngland cm c unt on going forward Those fortuitous



md timely shipments appear to have been due to unusually low (and highly
volatile) global LNG prices in places as tar away—and as little subject to the
control of ISO-NE-—as Japan and Western Europe. Reliance on more LNG
ships in future winters seems to me to be risking regional blackouts

6 Energy Efficiency, Renewable Power, Demand Response and
Distributed Generation. I believe New Hampshire, which badly lags its
sister New England states, needs to do everything it reasonably can to
promote energy efficiency, transition away from fossil fuels, and decentralize
its grid. Achieving these policy goals will require development ot a strong
Energy Efficiency Resource Standard, the promotion of indigenous
renewable energy sources like water, wind, solar, and biomass, support for
demand response programs, and incentives for distributed generation.
The “negawatt” is by far the least expensive solution to what would
otherwise be the need for new power plants.

But ISO-NE projects 1% annual electric load growth in the New
England states over the ten-year period 2014-23, and the retirement of up to
1,600 MW (out of some 32,000 MW) of existing electric generating facilities
in the next three years alone, Meanwhile, new energy efficiency projects are
projected to shave only about 200 MW annually from peak regional load
through 2023, and ISO-NE projects that distributed generation (primarily
photo-voltaic solar) will increase regional capacity from roughly 500 MW in
2013 to 1800 MW in 2023. Proposed wind-powered generation makes up
approximately 45% of the new capacity in the ISO-NE interconnection queue,
hut most experts agree that there is simply no way that any combination of
energy efficiency, new renewable energy generating capacity, demand
response, and distributed generation can fill a 4,600 MW gap in the next
three years- —or ten years.

Over tIme, all these “soft resources’ will give us lower and more stable
energy prices and cleaner air. They will also help many individual
homeowners and businesses with their electric bills in the near term.
however, these soft resources will not keep winter New England electric
prices down br most residential, commercial and large industrial users in
the near to medium term, For the next ten to twenty years, the most
dramatic, reliable, and favorable impact on high winter electric prices in New
England will come from significantly increasing the supply of natu ral gas into
Dracut. throuih the contriirtion of new interstate gas pipeIin capacity ii om
th M ircellus shale Hells

Natural gas is mdeed a fossil fuel, hut it is widely available at
historically low prices just 300 miles from Boston, it emits none ot the most
harmful toxins produced by coal mud oil—burning plants (S02 NOx, and
mercury, for example) md only half the C02 per MWh prod iced by coal md
NI but ning p1 mnts, md it Is nuch more efficient thait th dirtiei more



‘xpensie tossil fuels. It is a bridge fuel, needed in the interim to get us to a
sustainable futui e.

7. Reliability. Increasing the supply ot natural gas into the region will
enhance reliability. Of the proposed new generating capacity in
development in the ISO-NE interconnection queue, over 50% is natural gas,
and most of the rest is wind, But wind is an intermittent resource, providing
power when the wind blows hard, but liable to drop when the wind dies. Not
all ot the proposed wind capacity in the queue will be built, though we should
welcome as much of it as can he built, because that will lower prices and
increase energy sustainability over time. But we will need quick-ramp “load
following” gas generatIon resources to balance the use of intermittent
resources (i.e., pick up the slack when the wind dies, and fill the gap
between our nuclear and hydroelectric baseload generating facilities and our
more variable resources like wind and solar. That’s reliability.

8. Supporting Studies. Attached as Exhibits please find:

A. Executive Summary of August 26, 2013 Black & Veatch study
entitled ‘Natural Gas Infrastructure and Electric Generation:
Proposed Solutions for New England”, prepared for NESCOE

B. Februry 17, 2014 Competitive Ener Services study entitled
“Assessing Natural Gas Supply Options for New England and their
Impacts on Natural Gas and Electricity Prices”, prepared for the
Industrial Energy Consumer Group

C February 18, 2015 ICF International study entitled “Access
Northeast Project—Reliability Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to
New England”, prepared for Eversource Energy and Spectra
Energy.

Respectfully submitted

Rep II oward M oftett

june 2,2014
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Phase I reviewed published studies on New England’s natural gas infrastructure to identity
any information gaps leftover from work by other analysts. In Phase I, Black & Veatch
concluded that \e F nilands natural ens infrastructure v ill become increasln2h stressed as
regional demand for natural gas gross. leading to infrastructure inadequacy at key locations
Phase II developed scenarios for further analysis based on historical gas demand, electric-
generation responses and anticipated supply and demand growth for next 15 years.
Phase Ill as delivered in thts report analyzed alternative scenarios to establish cost-benefit
relationships.

Quantitative analyses by Black & Veatch confirmed findings reached previously from review
of published reports regarding insufficiency of natural gas infrastructur to support reliable
and affordable electric-power generation in New England. Using integrated modeling of
natural gas and electric-power markets, separate analyses of a Base Case (most likely
outcome from current üutlooks), a High Demand Scenario (increased gas use through
market and policy drivers) and i Low Demand Scenario (flat or declining gas use across all
sectors) provided indications of tuture price and pnce—volatihty trends in the absence of
solutions to infrastructure defic encies.

Because most natural gas-fired power generation capacity in New England is not supported
b1 firm transportation rontractc m natural gic pipelines, the cost of gas-fired power
generation is closely tied to wholesale natural gas prices. Therefore, New England’s
electricity prices across all ISO New England (ISO-NE) zones are highly correlated with
regional wholesale natural gas prices that are represented by distribution points known as
Algonquin Pipeline City-Gates. ‘traditionally, gas price’ movements in New England have
been tracked as the b isis” duff n’iice’ between the Algonquin City-Gates price and the
national benchmark Iir’lce defmed at the Henry I lob in I ouisiana. Black & Veatch adopted
the Algonquin City—Gates basis is the principal measurement of price movements in
an 4lvses of the Has ( ase I 11gb Demand S enario, L w Dem md 5cc nan and for selecte I
oort-terni and lon-i rio solutions to mb astructure cunsti aints.

ln the Base Case, whicl assumes electi tc load growth s projected by ISO-NE and L2% gas-
demand growth annually across all user sectors, the Algonquin City-Gates basis is projected
to continue winter peaks averaging $3.00 per million British Thermal Units (“MMBtu”) on a
monthly timeframe and could exceed $9OO-$ I O.OO/MMBtu on a daily basis through the
winter of 2015-2016. Additional rapacity provided by the Algonquin incremental Market



(“AIM ) pipeline expansion, to bern service in $016, is expected to moderate the basis for
6 years; monthly average basis with AIM in service falls below $2.50/MMBtu (and toward
$L00/MMBtu) and daily volatility is greatly reduced from 201 72022. Significant basis
increases (in the range of $3,00-$4.00/MMBtu) and highly volatile daily pricing during
winter months are projected to return in the winter of 2022-2023 as demand grows to
outpace natural gas delivery capacity serving the region. Monthly average electricity prices
range from $40 to $60 per megawatt-hour (MWh”) when the natural gas market is not
constrained but rise to $70 to $80/MWh during the constrained months. Those high and
volatile price outcomes are implied even though it was further assumed in the Base Case
th it renewable portlolio standard (“RPS) targets are fully met and energy-efficiency
initiatives are successful.

The High Demand Scenario adopts most of the Base Case assumptions but adds stress to the
system by assuming a 1.7% per year growth of gas demand, shortfalls in achieving BPS
targets and early retirement (by five years) of nuclear power plants. In the High Demand
Scenario, natural gas basis and electricity prices exhibit a pattern similar to the Base Case
but with higher gas prices. Specifically, the monthly basis is expected to be $2.00-
$4.00/MMBtu higher and daily prices $3.00-$5.00/MMBtu higher than in the Base Case.
Likewise, monthly average electricity prices are expected to be $1S-$20/MWh higher than
.n the Base Case. Elevated prices are anticipated even though a further assumption makes
the Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline (“M&NP”) capable of reverse flow on an economic basis
to meet demand growth from Maine and Maritimes Canada.

Both in the Base Case and High Demand Scenario, New England could face significant
reliability issues when natural gas-tired power generators are not able to dispatch as a
result of the gas pipeline capacity constraints. The interim capacity relief expected from the
expanded AIM and reversible M&NP pipelines, along with RPS and energy-efficiency
achievements, will he overwhelmed by demand growth on or about the year 2022, and
higher-priced supply source from Eastern Canada are introduced.

In the Low Demand Scenario infrastructure solutions are not needed or iustihed, The Low
Demand Scenario is predicated largely on substantial, ongoing gains in natural gas and
energy efficiency, and other demand—side management programs, non—natural gas-powered
ilistributed resources, arid RPS, winch result in retreat from expanded use of natural gas
across all sectors.

Plank & Veatch conf’rm’c’ th ough in ilysis that gas dem md is h’ghly to
requirements placed on reliable delivery of ga to customers, including any prescriptions
for firm deliverability under highly stressful winter weather conditions. fo simulate m a
broad scale the deliverability requirements faced by local distribution companies (“LDCs’),
I3la k & Veatch structured a lesign day scenario to mimic the potential impact of in episode
it ‘xtreinely old weather iii England. Model analysis of the hypothetical cold event,

b ised mu statistically extreme days in winter weather records for Now England indicated



that higher natural gas and electricity pnces would cost New England consumers anadditional $21 million per day compared with the High Demand Scenario and $24 million aday more when compared with the Base Case. Both the Base Case and the High DemandScenario assumed nonnal (long-term avenge) winter weather.
In addition, under the design-day criteria, New England could face a supply deficiency ofapproximately 500 milLion cubic leet per day (°MMcf/d of natural gas in the absence ofinfrastructure resiliency and capacIty/delIvery-related solutions, thereby creating seriousreliability concerns for the region ‘I electric power supply.

Although long-term solutions are rnquired to satisfy need.s for gas-fired power reliabilitythrough 2029, more immediate relief is available from short-term solution Dual-fuelgeneration (lnvoMng fuel oil as the second fuel) and demand response, as well as short-term purchases ofliquefied natural gas (‘LNG9, could offer sizeable benefits in the near-term, considering that infrastructure constraints are expected to occur throughout NewEngland until AIM commences sew ce in late 2016.’
Dual-Fuel and Demand Response together would udd 23 mIllion MWh of dual-fueL fuel-oil-fired generation coupled with demand response across New England. LNG Imports wouldadd 300 MMcfId nips imports to existing LNG rernlving terminals in Saint John, NewBrunswick, Canada (Canaport) and Everett, Massachusetts, during the peak winter monthsof January and February.

Short-term solutions represent an option that could be executed on a year-to-year basisUnder the Base Case, the 1MG Imports solution provides an average benefit of $964 138million per year depending on the contract terms with 1MG suppliers while the dual-fuelgenei ation and demand response solution provides a net benefit of $101 million per yearrhe chart shown below summarizes war-by-year performance of benefits for the short-term solutions.

l)qal-tutl. .tl—Ii,cd gcnetatws in i t Li. mp ‘. th i twa inJ 4nngent emIs%wn staadar,L, in irdes to ye
pemnued. wuch ma ,nflucna the intent in I duran*,. ii). oni dual-fu,l uml% .ahiht’ k’ wntnhqtt. it’
short-term solution
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mack & Veatch exanut3ed three different long-term solutions for natural gas infrastructuredeficiencies, including major new gas pipeline across New England and two differentapproaches to importing electricity from eastern Canada. The pipeline solution wouldaddress the needs ot direct gas users as well as gasfired generators whereas the imported-electricity options would address deficiencies in electricity supplies and provide relief togas users as a result of demand reduction frurn gas—tirud genraturs.

ACross-Regional Natural Gas Pipeline, with new capacity of 1,200 MMcf/d with a projectedin-service date of 2017, would originate at the existing Tennessee Gas Pipeline and IroquoisPipeline interconnect in Schoharie County, New York, and terminate at Tennessee GasPipeline’s interconnect with Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline in Middlesex County,Massachusetts This pipeline is assumed to access gas supplies from existing capacity onthe fennessee and Iroquois pipelines as well as 1mm the proposed Constitution pipelinewhich is expected to commence se vice in early 20 1 . Gas production is expected to comprincipally from the Marcelkis Shale. Black & Watch estiniatus that tht2 C uss-RegiunilNatural Gas Pipeline could be constructed for approximately $L2 billion. Assuming that1 00% of its capacity is contracted, the pipeline could potentially offer a 100% load factortransportation rat(2 of $OA S/MMBtii/das.

An Economic—Based Canadian Energy Imports solution would involve construction of a nowelectric transmission line apable of importing 1 200 megawatts ( MW’) of mainly hydroelectri energy from € astern C mad i beginning in 2018. The energy imported by New



England would be b sed upon th energy needs and price lifferentials between New
England and alternative markets. Black & Veatch estimates a construction cost of $1.1
billion for this new transmission line, velized over 20 yeai s, the annual cost 1 service for
this project is estimated to range trom $180 to $219 million.

A Firm-Based Canadian Energy Imports solution also would employ a new 1,200-MW
electric transmission line from cistern Canada hut coupled with energy sales in New
England through firm contracts (rathei than Variable spot markets) that would incent
development of additional generation capacity. The construction of power-generation
facilities in Ilydro Quebec would cost 170 million per year in addition to the previous’y
stated cost of the transmission line.

In the long-term, both the Cross—Regional Natural Gas Pipeline and the Economic-Based
Energy Imports solutions offer significant benefits in eliminating market constraints even
though they incur near-term losses from capital investments in new infrastructure,
However, the benefits offered by the CrossRegiona1 Natural Gas Pipeline solution are
substantial and increase significantly over time. In the Base Case, the Cross-Regional
Natural Gas Pipeline offers an average annual net benefit of $118 million per year, almost
twice the net benefits contributed by the Firm-Based Canadian Energy Imports solution. in
the High E)emand Scenario, the Cross-Regional Natural Gas Pipeline can provide an average
annual net benefit oF$340 million per year compared to the $123 million per year average
annual net benefit that could be obtained with the Firm-Based Energy Imports solution.
The chart shown below summarizes year-by-year performance of benefits for the long-term
solutions under the Base Case.

Cross RegonPpkne 1conomc Basd( snathanEksctnc Imports
?1iFrm Contraci Based Canadian fnerg’ moortsS40t)
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Black & Veatch further recommends that the implementation of short-term solutions at asmaller scale than presented in this report sb mid be considered to mitigate potentialinfrastructure constraints in the near term.
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Overview and Summary

Competitive Energy Services, LIC (CES”) has been retained by the Industrial Energy Consumer Group(“IECG”)’ to evaluate and assess the status of natural gas supply in New England and the impact suchsupply conditions will have on natural gas prices and the price of electric energy under three scenariosregarding the development of different additional pipeline capacities.
CES has relied on a number of third-party sources for information about pipeline and Liquefied NaturalGas (“LNG”) capacities in New England, natural gas usage by non-electric generators (what we refer toas “LDC gas demand”) and generation capacity by fuel type in the ISO-NE Control Area. In addition, wehave made a number of assumptions about key parameter values and relationships that have enabledus to develop a model of natural gas supply and demand for New England. These are explained in moredetail in the Report. We have used this model and actual hourly New England electricity loads,generation dispatch and temperatures in New England during Calendar Year 2013 to estimate theimpacts that different gas pipeline expansion options will have on natural gas prices, basis differentialsand electricity clearing price in the region.

CES believes it is critical that any modeling of natural gas and electricity markets in the region use aninternally consistent hour-by-hour data set to ensure that electricity loads and dispatch conditions

The ECG s an incorporated association formed almost 30 years a:go for the purpose of representing Maineindustrial energy con.sumers before regulatory, legislative and congressional bodies on energy-related issues. It isbased in Augusta, Maine.

Natural Gas Supply Optons for New England Competitnie Energy Sersuces



match ambient air temperatures and general weather conditions since this is the pnmary dover of LDC
demands for natural gas. For this analysis, we have used Calendar Year 2013 data.

We divide our Report into seven sections. The first section provides a brief overview of the studies that
have been done over the past two years to assess the pipeline shortage situation in New England. The
next three sections each discuss a key component of the energy supply and demand relationship in New
England and describe how we have modeled that component with a specific emphasis on how it impacts
natural gas usage and prices in the region. Section 5 describes our Base Case assumptions and
conditions and presents the results of our modeling under this scenario. Section 6 identifies three
different pipeline expansion options that have been discussed for the New England region and presents
the results from our model under each of these scenarios. Finally, Section 7 highlights a few key issues
that need to be carefully considered since they will most certainly impact certain assumptions used in
the Base Case and have important impacts on energy prices under each of the pipeline development
scenarios we have evaluated.

The key results from our study are:

There has been a fundamental shift in the New England natural gas market since 2012 that is
causing price spikes during winter months to be much higher and more frequent than they have
previously been. As a result, studies of the natural gas market that were done prior to the
winter 2012/2013 or that rely on data prior to that period will understate significantly the
financial consequences of inadequate natural gas pipeline capacity into New England.

• 1 bcf/d of additional pipeline capacity into the region, as proposed in the recent Governors’
Letter, will provide partial relief to the region from high natural gas and electricity prices but will
not eliminate the basis differential between New England and pricing points to our west and
south.

• This 1 bcf/d of additional pipeline capacity will reduce the number of hours each winter that
New England must rely on expensive Liquefied Natural Gas by over 800 hours, but will still leave
the region dependent on LNG for over 200 hours each winter, It is not clear whether two LNG
facilities (Canaport in Saint John, New Brunswick and Distrigas in Everett, Massachusetts> can
remain in operation at these severely reduced volumes. Were only the Everett facility to remain
in business, it would have a monopoly on LNG and its pricing would be constrained only by the
price of oil.

• 2 hcf/d of additional pipeline capacity is required to eliminate the natural gas price differential
between New England and pricing points to the region’s west and south. The additional 1 bcf/d
above that proposed in the Governors’ Letter will provide the region’s electricity consumers
$600 million a year in reduced costs beyond the savings they will realize as a result of the 1
bcf/d incremental capacity proposed in the Governors’ Letter, This represents a 1 to 3 year
payback period on the incremental pipeline investment depending on the sequencing of the
pipeline expansions.

• If there is a new 1,200 MW electric transmission line to Canada constructed and that line is able
to import power from Canada into New England during the winter months (when Canada’s
electric demand is peaking), this power, depending on scheduling of the line and its
implementation date, may offset the announced closing of 1,140 MW of coal generation at the
Brayton Point plant in Massachusetts. As a result, the new transmission line will not reduce the
demand for natural gas in New England during the winter months and therefore will not relieve
the current supply constraint If there is a second or even third line built, these lines may
displace a further 2 400 MW of oal md oil units that ISO NE has repeatedly noted are at risk of

Natural Gas Supply Options t r New England Corn petitive Energy Sc vkes



shutting down, and like the first line, will not relieve provide any relief to capacity constraints on
natural gas pipelines into New England

Section 1: Brief Review of Prior Studies

We are aware of four studies that have been done by various companies over the past two years that
have examined the imbalance between natural gas pipeline capacity into New England and natural gas
demands in the region. These studies were done by.

• Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc.2

• Black &Veatch3
• ICF International4
• Sussex Economic Advisors, LLC

Each of these studies used different methodologies in their attempts to estimate the economic costs
that pipeline capacity constraints and the resulting high basis differentials reflected in New England’s
price of gas were imposing on New England consumers. None of these studies, however, estimated how
much additional pipeline capacity would be required to eliminate the basis differential between New
England and price points to our west and south nor whether there is an economically optimal amount of
pipeline capacity that should be built in the region.

In later sections of our Report we discuss some of the assumptions and components of the
methodologies that were used in these studies. By and large, we have little quarrel with these. We are
more concerned, however, by the time period covered by the studies, and in particular, that none of the
Concentric Advisors, Black & Veatch or ICF International studies utilized natural gas pricing information
for 2013. As we show very clearly in Figure 12 in Section 5 of our Report, there was a fundamental price
shift in the natural gas market in New England in 2013 that sent natural gas prices soaring to levels three
or more times higher than any prices experienced in the region over the prior 6 years. We believe that
this shift was the result of the expiration of below market contracts for imported LNG deliveries into the
regasification plants in Everett, Massachusetts (Distrigas or Everett) and Saint John, New Brunswick

When we refer to Concentric Energy Advisors, we are referring to the report, “New England Cost Savings
Associated with Ne Natural Gas Supply and infrastructure”, May 2012. that was prepared by Concentric Energy
Advisors for Spectra Energy Corp

Wh’n we refer to Black & Veatch. we are referring to the report, ““Natural Gas Infrastructure and Electric
Generation Proposed Solutions for New England,” August 26, 2013. prepared by Black & Veatch for the New
England States Committee on Electricity (NESCOE)

‘When we refer to ICE International (or ICE), we are referring to the report ‘Assessment of New England’s Natural
Gas Pipeline Capacity to Satisfy Short and Near Term Power Generation Needs, June 21, 2012 (public version)prepared by ICE for the IS0NE Planning Advisory Committee

When we iefer to Sussex Economic Advisors, LLC (Or Sussex), we are referring to the work done by Sussex for the
Maine Public Utilities Commission in late 2013 and into 2014

Natural Gas Supply Options for New England Competitive Energy Services



(Canaport), as well as certain operat onal requirements of the Canaport facility that have since beenehrninated.

By relying on pre2013 price and market information, these studies are underestimating the winter price
for natural gas in New England and therefore the value to New England electricity consumers from
relieving the pipeline constraint For example, the Black & Veatch study projects monthly Algonquin to
Henry Hub basis differentials during the current winter period of between $3.00 and $4.00/mmbtu and
spot electricity prices less than $60.00.MWh. The actual values have been more close to three times
these levels. If the study has significantly underestimated natural gas basis prices in New England under
its base case, the study will significantly underestimate the savings to electricity consumers from drivingbasis prices to zero through the addition of pipeline capacity.

The Concentric Energy Advisors study suffers from the same failing. Concentnc utilized daily pricepremiums or basis between Algonquin and TETCOM3 over the winters 2008/2009 through 2010/2011,
a period during which the average basis differential was less than $0.50/mmbtu/ The elimination of sosmall a basis differential is going to result in very small annual savings to the region’s electricityconsumers.

The ICF study estimates only the shortfall of capacity based on its assumptions about the demand for
natural gas in New England and flows on the region’s existing pipelines. Their reference case shows ashortfall of close to 1.4 bcf/d on peak winter days by 2019/20. However, this scenario assumes thatnorth-tosouth flows on the Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline are at full capacity (0.833 bcf/d), that theEverett Distrigas facility is injecting gasified LNG into the region’s pipelines at its full capacity of 0.715bcf/d and that Vermont Yankee is generating at full power.8 If the region is to eliminate imported LNG
that is driving basis so high in the winter months, the shortfall balloons to close to 2.5 bcf/d on Design
Days and well above 2.0 bcf/d for much of the winter. ICF did not provide any estimates of the cost to
New England’s electricity consumers of the gas shortfall nor the value to those consumers were thepipeline capacity constraint to be relieved through additional pipeline construction. ICF’s primary focus
appears to be on whether there would be enough gas for lSONE to operate the region’s electric grid tomeet loads in a reliable manner.

We point out these concerns with prior studies not to be critical of the studies hut rather to highlight thefact that the consequences of not relieving the natural gas pipeline capacity constraints in the regionhave become much higher and accordingly, the value of their relief that much greater.

Section 2: Derivation of LDC Demand for Natural Gas in New England
The demand for natural gas by loc.il ntural gas distribution util’ties in the region ( LDCs ) must be thestarting point for any effort that seeks to understand energy supply and demand conditions in New

See Hgures 17 and 19 of the Bhck & Veat h eport at page 32 and 33

Sv pages 3/43 ot the 1. icentm Energy Adv rs p

See pages 32 rnd 40 of the CF epo
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England.4 LDC demands, or more accurately the demands for natural gas by the (ustomers LDCs serverepresent must serve” natural gas loads.

There is general agreement among those who have examined natural gas conditions in New Englandthat total annual LDC demand for natural gas is in the range of 430 bcf. There is also general agreementthat this demand is likely to grow over the next decade as a result of new natural gas expansions (e.g.,Summit Natural Gas of Maine) and fuel-conversions where natural gas infrastructure already exists toserve customers (e.g., Connecticut’s policy to increase residential and commercial natural gaspenetration rates by 50% by 2020). There is less agreement, however, regarding the amount by whichLDC demands are likely to grow. Concentric Advisors projected average demand growth rates of 0.5% inDesign Day volumes for the region through 2020 or an increase of about 0,150 to 0.250 bcf/d.’ ICF
International projected a much higher Design Day average annual growth rate of 1.4% over the sameperiod and an average growth rate of 12% for annual LDC demands. This latter growth rate results in an
estimated total region-wide demand of 468 bcf by 2020. Finally, Black & Veatch projected average
growth in natural gas demand of 1.6% per year New England (except Connecticut), with Connecticut’sgoal of increasing natural gas penetration by 50% through 2020, resulting in a higher growth rate in that1’state.

While annual demand for natural gas is important, it is not what is driving capacity shortage situationsand very high price spikes in New England. These are the result of peak demands, driven by coldweather and usage levels approaching Design Day demands on LDC systems. There is less agreementamong Black & Veatch, Concentric Advisors and ICF about what Design Day demands for the New
England region are, as shown below:

Estimated New England LDC Design Day Demands:

ICF International 4.2 bcf/d
Concentric Advisors 3.5 bcf/d
Black & Veatch 3.0 bcf/d

We note that two Canadian Provinces New Brunswick and Nova Scotia - are served off the Maritimes &Northeast Pipeline and therefore are inteconnected directly to the New England system We have nor includedthese loads in our modeling. instead, we have factored them into our assessment by considering only flows on theMantimes & Northeast Pipeline from the J S — Canada border south These flows are net of all gas usage in thetwo Maritime Provinces.

We recognize that certain [DC customers may take service under interruptible tariffs that allow LDCS to curtailservice during the winter months. Given the very l3rge price spread between natural gas and heating il prices(including #6 oil> that has emerged over past four (4) years, the benefits to customers from such interruptibletariffs have fallen so much that customers have found it more economical to move to firm service where thatoption was avail able

We have adopted the convention 1 reporting nitural s volumes in billions f cubic feet (bcf) rather thanrnmbtu, since this has been the standard urit of reference when discussing pipeline capacities. For our purposes,we have assumed that 1 bcf 1,000,000 mmbtu

Black & Veatch state that they anticipate natural gas demand growth of 0360 bcf/d from 2014 through 2029but it i unclear whether this ncludes growth fro ii electricity generation as well as LDC demand
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Each of these values appears to have been developed using different methodologies and different
sources. ICF used as a proxy 1% of total annual volumes to measure Design Day loads; Concentric
Advisors based their estimate on the aggregate of the Design Day loads for most of the LDCs in the
region gleaned from their Integrated Resource Plans; while Black & Vetch developed its Design Day
volumes based on historical records that they indicate show a 2,56 multiplier for Design Day conditions
compared to average winter conditions.

Our own work that we performed to specify design capacities for our proposed pipeline system to serve
Kennebec Valley Gas Company customers in central Maine resulted in a system.wide Design Day
volume equal to approximately 1% of annual projected volumes, leading us to support the ICF
estimate.14 As noted below, we use a Design Day volume equal to 4.2 bcf/d in our modeling.
Knowing total annual gas usage and Design Day demands is a first step but it does not enable one to
model how LDC demands impact natural gas prices in New England. For this we need actual hourly
natural gas usage. This information is not available, and therefore must be modeled. We used three
parameters to develop a relationship between ambient air temperature and LDC natural gas demands:

• Total Annual LDC Demands 440 bcf
• Design Day Demand 4.2 bcf/d
• Process Loads’5 0.400 bcf/d

The results of our modeling are shown in Figure 1. This graph shows the daily natural gas demands of
LDCs at each ambient air temperature between 10°F and 65°F, assuming that temperature held constant
for the entire 24 hour day. The graph shows that there is no heating demand at temperatures above
60°F; for all temperatures below 10°F, we used the Design Day demand of 4.2 bcf/d. We then dividedeach of the daily demands by 24 to obtain an hourly demand that corresponds to an hourly
temperature. These results are used in our modeling discussed later in this Report. Using actual hourly
temperatures for 201316, our model shows a total annual 2013 LDC demand for natural gas 428 bcf

‘
Kennebec Valley Gas Company was sold to Summit Natural Gas of Maine, which is building out the distributionpipeline infrastructure to serve customers in Central Maine,

‘ In addition, Sussex Economic Advisors, LLC, who have been retained by the Maine Public Utilities Commission toassist in modeling the price impacts of acditional pipeline development in New England, indicated d.uring atelephone conversation that they believed Design Day volumes to be in the 4.2 bcf/d range.

We use process load demand to refer to all natural gas usage that is nol. ambient tem.perature or weathersensitive and is therefore is constant over the course of the year.

lb We have used an electric load weighted temperature for New England as the proxy for ambient air temperatureeach hour obtained from lS0NE, Using 65F as the standard, these temperatures result in total heating degreedays (HDD) of 6,270, By comparison, the average HDD value.s for the period 1971 — 2000 for Connecticut andMassachusetts are approximately 5,850 and 6,200, respectiveiy.
ci dt . v/ci•/di en.

.
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which is in the range of total LDC rs usage that we expect to see when HA update its reports to
rnclude 2013 figures.

New ngIand I DC Gas Demand

At ambient ir temperatures below 10 F, Design Day
Volume is set equal to 4,200 mmcf/d

Section 3: Natural Gas Delivery Capacity into New England
New England is served by five interstate natural gas pipelines, as described in Figure 2,’ Two of the
pipelines bring natural gas into New England from the south (Tennessee Gas Pipeline (TGP) and
Algonquin Gas Transmission (AGT)); one brings natural gas into New England from the west (Iroquois
Gas Transmission (IGT)); two bring natural gas into New England from Canada, one from the MaritimeProvinces (Maritimes and Northeast °ipeline (M&NP’i) the other from the Montreal region (Portland
Natural Gas Transmission (PNGTS))

ln addition, New England is served by three LNG import facilities located within the region the
Northeast Gateway, Neptune and Everett, and one utside the region the Canaport facility in Saint

A sixth pipeline the Granit (tato Gas Iran rn ssio pipel no an inter tate pipeline that serves only todistribute natural gas within the region. It has no ability to bring gas from outside of New England nto NewEngland. A seventh gas pipeline serves northern Vermont through the Vermont Gas System, which is notinterconnected to any other region of N v England The Vermont Gas Sy tern is ervd ff the Trans QuebecMaritimes (TOM) pipeline. Since the Vermont Ga Systerns load is so small and isolated we have not included it inour estimates
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John, New Brunswick, Finally, Concentric Advisors reports that New England’s LDCs have more than 50
LNG peaking and propane-air facilities that can he called upon to meet peak natural gas demand, with a
total storage of 16 bcf. CF has estimated that the total LDC LNG peak-shaving send-out capability is
approximately 1.3 bcf/d, while the propane-air send-out capability is about 0.137 bcfld.

Capacity Interconnect Gas
Pipeline MMcf/d Pipelines Sources

Algonquin Gas Transmission
Iroquois Gas Transmission
Tennessee Gas Pipeline
Portland Natural Gas Transmission
Maritimes and Northeast Pipeline

The aggregate supply capabilities are shown in Figure 3 This figure shows that those pipelines that are
interconnected to stable supply sources are capable of importing about 2.7 bcf/d into New England,
without relying on flows north-to-south on the M&N Pipeline from Canada. The region can draw upon
almost 1.5 bcf/d of ING and propane supply to meet peak demands, however, the LNG component of
this resource is limited by available storage and the need to refill storage capacity using trucked LNG out
of Everett at approximately 0.100 bcf/d capacity.

A further 0.83 bcf/d is available from eastern Canada through the M&N Pipeline, which brings natural
gas from four potential sources — Sable Island, Deep Panuke, Corridor and LNG in storage at the
Canaport facility. Total capacity across all sources is a maximum of approximately 5 bCf/d.c8

There is general agreement regarding the capacities shown in Figure 3. As we have reviewed other
studies of natural gas availabilities in New England, we have seen some differences in three important
areas:

• How much Deep Panuke and Sable Island natural gas will be available to flow north-to-south on
the M&N Pipeline

• How much LNG will be delivered into Canaport and how much will be available to flow north-to-
south on the M&N Pipeline

• Whether there will he adequate LNG in LDC storage facilities to meet their peak demand
obligations over a full season

We discuss how we address these issues in Section 5 of our Report.

Plc ise refer to footnot’ I that describ how we hav od ed New Brun w ck nd N va Scotia LDC and power
generation loads served off the M&N Pipelne.

AGT t,087 texas Eastern Pipeline Gulf of Mexico
iGT 220 TransCdnada Pipeline Western Canada
TGP 1,261 GuLf of Mexico Texas Gulf of Mexico

PNGTS 168 TQM Pipeline system Western Canada
M&NP 833 None Sable Island, Deep Panuke fields
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New England Gas Supply Sources
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The combination of natural gas pipelines and LNG supply has served New England well for decades, as it
has provided secure supply from pipelines and continental sources of natural gas to meet base level
demands plus flexible supply from imported LNG to meet peak demands. Three factors have changed
that now make the natural gas delivery system into New England inadequate and too costly:

• Increased and still growing demand for natural gas from the power generation sector
• Reduced send out capacities and shorter projected useful lives of the Sable Island and Deep

Panuke natural gas fields off Nova Scotia
• The widening gap between the price of domestic natural gas and the world price of LNG

The first two of these factors have placed a strain on the region’s ablity to secure enough natural gas
supplies on the coldest days of the winter when heating demands are peaking and electricity demands
are relatively high. This has led tSONE to implement its recent Winter Rehability Program to ensure that
dualfueled electricity generators m the region mamtain enough onsite fuel rnventories to be able to
displace natural gas used for generation when natural gas supplies are inadequate to meet all natural
gas demands in the region

The third of these two factors has resulted in a skyrocketing of natural gas prices, initially on only the
coldest of winter days but more recently on wmter days when temperatures are average or only slightly
below average. As Figure 3 shows, New England s dependent on LNG to meet its natural gas
requirements when daily demand exceeds 3.5 bcf/d with north-tosouth flows on the M&N pipeline at
apacity and only 3.0 bcf/d with typkal non LNG flows on that pipeline. Given world LNG prices of

- We discuss this program further n Secton / of this Report
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$18/rnrnbtu during winter months, the need to flow LNG in• New England means that natural gas prices
get bid up to LNG price Levels, and well beyond the $18/mmbtu price on the colder days.

Section 4: Derivation of the Demand for Natural Gas for Electricity Generation
in New England

We have derived hourly demands for natural gas for electricity generation purposes as the output of a
dispatch model of the lSONE Control Area. The dispatch model is based on actual generation by unit
(fuel) type for each day during Calendar Year 2013, as reported by LSONE and our assumptions about
the generation heat rate of natural gas units that are operating each hour. The results of the model for
each hour in 2013 are the MW capacity of each type of unit operating, the amount of natural gas
required to power the natural gas or oil units operating and the type and characteristics of the unit that
is operating at the margin and therefore setting the clearing price in New England.
We do not pretend that our model is an exact replica of the 2013 hourly dispatch results for New
England. Among the reasons why our model will produce results that are different from the actual
dispatch include:

• We do not consider any transmission constraints or must run conditions. We assume that the
New England grid is 100% unconstrained during all hours and for all zones in the region.

• We do not consider specific operating parameters that may apply to types of generating
resources, such as ramping rates, minimum run times, storage capacity at reservoirs or relative
fuel prices.

We did make one change to the 2013 dispatch. We removed the 600 MW Vermont Yankee from the listof resources to reflect its announced closure this year. We did not remove 150 MW of coal at Salem
Harbor (unit 3) or 1,140 MW of coal at the Brayton Point plant even though their closures has been
announced for 2014 and 2017, respectively. Rather, we discuss the consequences of the closure in thefinal section of the Report.’°

The natural gas demand duration curve is shown in Figure 4. This graph shows hourly demands for
natural gas — measured in mmcf/hr — for each of the 8,760 hours in 2013, sorted from the highest hourly
demands to the lowest hourly demands. It is the sum of the LDC demands and power generation
demands and shows very clearly the “peaky” nature of natural gas demands in New England resultingfrom temperature sensitive heating demands of LDC customers.

We were able to remove Vermont Yankee, because it is a base load plant, and we are able to determine itsoutage schedule for refueling from published sources, In contrast, we are not able to determine the actualdispatch for Salem Harbor i.u nit 3) and Brayt.on Point and. therefore do not know when these units ran and at whatlevels of output they generated during those hours when coal units were generating and in the SO-NE fuel mixreports.
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Total Hour1 Demand for Natural Gas in New
England - All End Uses

As a final step, we adjusted the fuel used by natural gas generation to reflect supply and demand
conditions for natural gas in the region based on the various scenarios described in later sections of this
Report. This process involved the following decision rules:

• During any hour when the combined demand for natural gas from LDCs and power generation is
less than the combined capacities of the region’s pipelines, all natural gas generators operating
that hour are assumed to pay the same price for pipeline natural gas of $5.00 per mmbtu, This
is the assumed price of pipeline natural gas as discussed further in Section 5.
During any hour when the combined demand for natural gas from LDC5 and power generation is
greater than the combined capacities of the region’s pipelines but less than the combined
capabilities of the region’s pipelines plus LNG capacities, all natural gas generators operating
that hour are assumed to pay the same price for natural gas of $18.00 per rnmbtu. This is the
assumed price of LNG as discussed further in Section 5

• During any hour when the combined demand for natural gas LDCs and power generation is
greater than the combined capacities of the region’s pipelines plus LNG capabilities but less than
the combined capabilities of the region’s pipelines plus LNG capacities plus propane air
capacities, all natural gas generators operating that hour are assumed to pay the same price for
natural gas of $19.00 per mmhtu, This is the assumed price of propane as discussed further in
Section 5

• During any hour when the combined demand for natural gas from LDCs and power generation is
greater than the combined capacities of the region’s pipelines plus LNG capabilities plus
propane-air capacities, all natural gas and oilfired generators operating are assumed to pay the
same price for fuel of $22 00 p°r mmbtu, This is the assumed prie of oil as discussed further in
Section 5
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Section 5: Base Case

Our Base Case is intended to reflect current and longer-term conditions in New England, assuming no
additional gas pipeline capacity is developed. A key assumption for this Base Case is that M&N Pipeline
flows north-to-south are 0.350 bcf/d, As noted earlier, these flows are natural gas outputs from the
Sable Island and Deep Panuke fields in excess of domestic natural gas requirements in New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia. This may understate gas flows during the summer months, when heating demands in
the two provinces are low, but this is of little consequence for our efforts, since we are focused on the
winter period, when gas supplies in New England are tight.

A second set of assumptions that we have made relate to fuel prices in the region. Four fuel prices are
critical to our analysis — the price of pipeline natural gas (assuming there are no pipeline constraints),
the price of LNG, the price of propane and the price of oil.

We have assumed that the price of pipeline natural gas delivered to the region’s natural gas-fired
generators at their meters is $5.00 per mmbtu. This assumes that there are no pipeline constraints, and
that 100% of gas demand can be met by deliveries over interstate pipelines that draw natural gas from
markets to our south, west and/or northeast, This price corresponds roughly to winter NYMEX prices of
approximately $4.50 per mmbtu and an unconstrained New England Basis differential of $0.50 per
mmbtu. As we noted in the prior section, whenever 100% of hourly natural gas demand from LDCs plus
power generation is less than pipeline capacity, we assume that the clearing price at any of the three
pricing points in New England — Dracut, TZ6 or Algonquin — is equal to $5.00/mmbtu.

We have assumed that the price for LNG delivered into New England into the Everett and/or Canaport
facilities is equal to the world spot price for LNG. We have used $18.00/mmbtu as this price based on
reports made available by FERC.2’ We note that published prices range from $10.00 per mmbtu for
delivery into Europe to highs of more than $18.00/mmbtu for deliveries into China, Japan and South
America during the winter months. These published prices, however, often include forward contracted
LNG. Our understanding is that the spot price for incremental LNG deliveries during winter months is
currently in the $18.00/mmbtu range. Accordingly, whenever the demand for natural gas from LDCs
plus power generation is higher than pipeline capacity, we assume that this excess demand is met first
by LNG at a price of $18.00/mmbtu,22

Finally, we have assumed that the delivered propane and oil prices into New England are $19.00/mmbtu
and $22.00/mmbtu, respectively. This oil price is for #2 oil that can be used in dual-fueled CCGT and
simple cornbustio...n turbine generating plants. The price of Residual Oil (or #6. oil) that can be b.urned in
oil steam generating units would be lower. However, for our purposes we have assumed that the higher

“A sample of this type of report can he found at

‘ This price is based on our estimate of the cost of LNG delivered to either the Everett or Canaport facilities and
does not reflect any demand-driven mark-ups or opportunistic pricing similar to what we have experienced
repeatedly this winter. We will return to this. issue in a later section and discuss why this matter is critically
important to the region’s policymakers as they focus their attentions on how much additional pipeline capacity is
required to eliminate basis differentials in the region
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heat rates, inability to cycle to meet oad and lower fuel price of these oil-fired steam plants results in a
marginal cost of generation that is roughly comparable to that of a CCGT unit running on 2 oil, given
the higher fuel price, lower heat rates and higher 0&M costs Thus, where the total supply of pipeline
gas plus LNG (including propane-air) is less than demand for natural gas from LDCs plus power
generation, we assume that the incremental demand is met by oil-fired generation with a heat-rate of
10,000 btu/kWh and that the fuel price is $22.00 per mmbtu,

Figure 5 superimposes natural gas supply capacities on the hourly demand duration curve for natural
gas shown in Figure 4 under the Base Case capacity specification. Note that all demands and capacities
are expressed in mmcf/hr and would need to be multiplied by 24 to obtain bcf/d values. This graph
shows that for most of the hours of the year, existing pipeline capacity is more than adequate to meet
the combined LDC and power generation natural gas demands in New England. However, for those
1,000 or so hours when it is not adequate, New England must draw upon LNG, and for a few hours,
propane or oil and must pay the higher prices for these fuels to meet natural gas demands. Further,
since the power generation sector represents “incremental” load in the region, the marginal use of
natural gas is to generate electricity. Under ISO-NE’s energy market structure, this means that this
marginal use sets the energy clearing price for electricity.

Houiy Natuial Gas Demawi v. Natural Gas S*pply Capiit es
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Figure 6 presents the same information as that shown in Figure 5, except that the hourly natural gas
demand curve is not sortd from high st to lowest but rather is presented chronologically from January
1, 2013 through December 31, 2013, This graph illustrates very clearly that the issue of natural gas
supply availability in New England is largely a winter phenomenon, as it is primarily during the winter
months when the combined demand from LDCs and power generation exceeds existing pipeline
capacities. While there are high power generation demands during summer peak hours that may push
natural gas demands above pipeline capacity as modeled our model restricts flows north to-south on
the M&N Pipeline to 0 350 bcf/d to illow for winter loads in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia to be
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served, In the summer these loads are lower, so a much larger portion of Sable Island and Deep Panuke
production can flow south into New England. The effect is to increase the pipeline capacity line in Figure
6 — but only for the summer m.onths.

Hourly Natura.i G.a.s Demand v. Na.tural Gas .S•upply C.apacths

t41àbk bI$I

The key results of our dispatch modeling are as follows:

Power generation required the use of some amount of LNG to meet electric loads during 11O9
hours of the year. Propane was required during 156 hours; while oil was required during 129
hours.
LNG was setting the marginal clearing price for energy in the electricity market during 953
hours; propane during 27 hours and oil during 129 hours.
The total cost of energy during the year was approximately $&8 billion, with an average clearing
price of $53.43 per MWh.

We also computed the average p. rice for natural gas each month and over the year based on the price of
the fuel operating at the margin in our dispatch model. These results are shown in the first column in
Figure 7. Figure 7 also shows the estimated basis differential each month on the assumption that the
zerobasis price for gas into New England from New York State is $S.OO/mmbtu, as we have modeled it
in our dispatch model. (Recall that the $S.OO/mmbtu price represents an estimated price of
$430/mrnbtu at Henry Hub plus a $O,50/mmbtu northeast basis differentiai.) This calculation yields
high basis differentials in the winter months and low (close to zero) basis differentials during the rest of
the year,23 and an average (unweighted) annual basis differential of $172/mmbtu.

0 r mod I is howing a r ii iv ly high ba differ nti I during July. This pa t July ws a relatively hot one with a
nu b r f y I th mi dl f h m nth pu in ot I I tn i y m d n k I vel A I , u
Jul hr v g I i ci ri p o N w ngl w / Wh p d t mu h low /MWh
Augu t
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We compared these monthly basis estimates against the actual average monthly basis differentials
between the daily price at A.igonquin and the average daily prices at TETCOM3 and Henry Hub for 2013.
These are shown in columns 4 and S in Figure 7. Our estimated basis differentials are below those
actually experienced in New England in 2013. One reason for this is that our modeling does not permit
opportunistic pricing of LNG during winter periods when natural gas demands are placing severe strains
on the region’s natural gas supplies. During these periods, our pricing is constrained to never exceed
$22.00/mmbtu. The consequence of this price ceiling is that our estimates of the value of relieving
natural gas pipeline constraints into New England are conservative. If the price of LNG gets bid up
higher than the $22.0O/mmbtu price of oil, the clearing price of energy will be higher than in our model
and accordingly, the value to relieving the pipeline constraint that must larger. We will discuss this issue
further in Section 7 of this Report.
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Estimated Gas Prices Base Case

Actual 2013 Values
Average Basis Basis Basis
Price for Unconstrained Differential Differential Differential

Base Case Price for Base Cast retco M3 Henry Hub
(S/rn mbtu) i$/mrn bin) ($/m mbtu I (5/rn rnbtu) (S/mm btu)

Jan $1091 $500 $591 $6.12 $744
Feb $9 25 $5.00 $4 25 $13 59 $14 16
Mar $5 70 $5.00 $0 70 $2 61 $2 89
Apr $507 $500 $0.07 $0.74 $091
May $5 10 $5.00 $0.10 $0.38 $0.48
Jun $5.47 $5.00 $0.47 $0 49 $0 48
Jul $7.64 $5.00 $2.64 $1.07 $1 06
Aug $5.68 $5.00 $068 $0.19 $0.10
Sep $534 $500 $034 $020 $019
Oct $5.03 $500 $003 $0.25 $016
Nov $6.21 $5 00 $1 21 $2.40 $2.30
Dec $9.17 $5.00 $417 $8.89 $927
Annual $6.71 $5 00 $1 72 $3.08 $3.29

New England Basis Differentials- 2013
$16.00

$14.00

$12.00

$10.00

Base Case

Tetc.oM3
$6.00 Henry Hub

$4.00

$2.00

$0.00
ian Feb Mar Apr May JLn Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Section 6: Scenario Analysis
We have modeled three different pipeline development scenarios that have received attention in the
industry over the past year. These are specified in Figure 8. We will refer to these scenarios as LDC
Contracted”, “Governors’ Letter” and “2 bcf/d Option” as highlighted and defined in the Figure 8.
Where capacity project and expansion volumes are know, they are specified as we understand them or
s they have been reported. Where there is no specific project, we have noted these as unspecified, but
included discussed capacities.

Pipeline Development Scenario Incremental Cumulative
New Capacity Incremental New

Capacity

LDC Contracted — includes CT expansion at 0,070 bcf/d plus 0.410 bcf/d 0.410 bcf/d
AIM expansion at 0.340 bcf/cl

Governors’ Letter — includes LOC Contracts plus an 0.600 bcf/d 1.010 bcf/d
additional 0.600 bcf/d from unspecified pipeline(s)

2 bcf/d Option — includes LDC Contracted plus Kinder 0.990 bcf/d 2.000 bcf/d
Morgan Pipeline at 1.200 bcf/d plus PNGTS expansion at
0,180 bcf/d plus 0,210 bcf/d unspecified pipeline(s)

The only thing that changes in our modeling of each scenario is the pipeline capacity — all other variables
and parameters are kept at the same values as in our Base Case. Figure 9 shows the same graph as
Figure 5 for each scenario. As pipeline capacity increases, the number of hours where New England’s
power generation sector must rely upon LNG, propane and oil diminishes. This reduces the exposure to
higher energy clearing prices, reduces the amount of money electricity customers must pay for energy
and lowers the basis differential in the region. A second and important effect which we will return to
discuss in more detail in Section 7 of this Report is that increased pipeline capacity reduces or eliminates
the possibility of LNG facilities to engage in opportunistic (or even monopoly) pricing.
Our analysis does not consider how much the various pipeline options in each of the scenarios costs or
how quickly each can be implemented. Costs are clearly an important consideration. At this point we
note that the important cost for evaluation purposes is the incremental costs of additional pipeline
capacity, which may depend on the specific pipeline selected to meet the incremental 0,600 bcf/d under
the Governors’ Letter scenario. If this pipeline capacity is phase 1 of the Kinder Morgan line, for
example, achieving the incremental 0.600 bcf/d under the 2 bcf/ct Option• may require adding
compression to the phase 1 line and not constructing an entirely new pipeline. If, on the other hand,
the 0.600 bcf/d is met by a different option or combination of options, the 2 bcf/d Option would bearthe full cost burden of the Kinder Morgan line.
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We have presented the results of the scenano analysis in Figures 10 and 11 Figure 10 shows the
number of hours during the year when LNG, propane and oil must run to meet natural gas demands, the
number of hours each fuel is on the margin and as a result the price of that fuel determines the price of
energy and the total costs (as well as average per MWh costs) to meet New England’s annual electricity
usage.

Summary of Scenario Analysis

Pipeline
Capacity Hours of Generation by Fuel Type

Scenario bct/ct LNG Propane Oil

Base Case 3,086 1109 156 129
LDC Contracted 3,496 596 74 63
Governors Letter 4,096 220 30 24
2 bcf/d Option 5,086 46 4 4

Hours with Fuel Type on the Margin
Scenano LNG Propane Oil

Base Case 953 27 129
LDC Contracted 522 11 63
Governors Letter 190 6 24
2 bct/d Option 42 0 4

Annual Energy Savings vs. Base Load Weighted
Costs Case Avg. Energy Price

Scenario ($) ($) ($/MWh)

Base Case $6,799,918,543 $53 43
DC Contracted $5,179 346,212 S1,020, 572,331 $45.41

Governors Letter $4,937,899,864 $1,862,018,679 $38.80
2 bcf/d Option $4,481 671,060 $2,318,247,482 $35.22

Not that in the Base Case, for exampl€ ING is called upon for 1,109 hours during the year, but only 953
of those hours it is setting the energy clearing price. For the other 156 hours, propane and oil are at the
margin for 27 and 129 hours, respectively.
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Figure 10 also sh ows the incrernentai• savings that are realized with each additional expansion of pipeline
capacity under the three scenarios. The addition of the LDC Contracted capacity of 0410 bcf/d results in
savings of $1.0 billion a year for the region’s electricity consumers, as it cuts in half the number of hours
when pipeline natural gas is not capable of meeting the regions total natural gas requirements. The
addition of a further 0.6 bcf/d of capacity as provided for in the Governors’ Letter yields an incremental
$0.84 billion a year, for a total savings of $1.86 billion a year. At this level of additional capacity, LNG is
being called upon for only 220 hours during the year, and the hours when oil is setting the energy
clearing price have fallen from 129 in the Base Case to only 24 in this scenario.

The Governors’ Letter scenario, however, does not eliminate the basis differential between New
England and TETCOM3, as shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 provides the estimated average monthly
prices for natural gas in New England under each of the pipeline scenarios. As the region relies less and
less on LNG, propane and oil to meet the combined demands for natural gas of LDCs and power
generation, the average price converges to our assumed unconstrained price of $5.00 per mmbtu.14

The third scenario evaluated, the 2 bcf/d Option, adds an additional 1 bcf/d pipeline capacity to the 1
bcf/d added under the Governors’ Letter scenario, bringing the total increase in pipeline capacity into
New England to 2 bcf/d. As shown in Figure 10, the increase of this additional 1 bcf/d of pipeline
capacity will provide an incremental $0.45 billion a year in savings for the region’s electric consumers,
for a total annual savings to electric consumers of $2.3 billion. Figure 11 shows that at this level of
additional pipeline capacity, the New England basis differential will fall to essentially zero. There will
remain a few hours during the winter when even 2 bcf/d of incremental capacity is not enough to
completely free New England from reliance on LNG, propane or oil, These hours, however, will have
minimal impacts on the annual average price of natural gas. Further, it will be a much easier task to
substitute LNG completely out of the fuel mix by relying on dual-fueled generating units to cover the gap
between natural gas pipeline capacity and the combined demands of LDC customers and power
generators for natural gas.

Our prices do not include any tariff charges on t.he new pipeline capacities.
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Estimated Average Monthly Price of Natural Gas

Scena r os

Base Case L )C Contracted )overnors Letter 2 bct/d Option
($/mmbtu) ($/mmbtu) ($/mmbtu) ($/mmbtu)

Jan $10.91 $9.35 $/.58 $574
Feb $9.25 $6.88 $5.27 $500
Mar $5.70 $5.16 $5.02 $5.00
Apr $5.07 $5.00 $5.00 $500
May $5.10 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00
Jun $5.47 $5.23 $500 $5.00
Jul $7.64 $6.24 $5 14 $5.00
Aug $5.68 $5.02 $5.00 $5.00
Sep $5.34 $5.18 $5.00 $5.00
Oct $5.03 $5.00 $5.00 $5.00
Nov $6.21 $5.29 $5.02 $5.00
Dec $9.17 $7.62 $5.98 $5.09
Annual $6.71 $5.91 $5.34 $5 07

Estimated Average Basis Differential

Scenanos
Base Case LDC Contracted Governors Letter 2 bcf,d Option
($/rnmbtu) ($/mmbtu) ($/mmbtu) ($/mmbtu)

Jan $5.91 $4.35 $2.58 $0.74
Feb $4.25 $1.88 $027 $000
Mar $0.70 $0.16 $0.02 $0.00
Apr $0.07 $0.00 $000 $0.00
May $0.10 $0.00 $000 $000
Jun $0.47 $0.23 $0.00 $0.00
Jul $2.64 $1.24 $0.14 $0.00
Au $068 $0.02 $000 $000
Sep $0.34 $0.18 $0.00 $0.00
Oct $0.03 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Nov $121 $029 $0.02 $000
Dec $4.17 $2.62 $0.98 $0.09
Annual $1.71 $0.91 $0.34 $0.07

Section 7 Additional Factors

ING Avai’ability and Price

The results of our scenano modeling are based on one critical assumption that warrants further
discussion and consideration. We have assumed that for each of the pipehne scenarios the region will
always have a supply of LNG available to meet its requirements at $18.OO/mmbtu, As we are seeing this
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winter, this price assumption is not likely to hold when natural gas supplies are tight and LNG is required
to ensure that all gas demands are met. This price assumption becomes less and less tenable as the
need for LNG diminishes with expanding pipeline capacity as we discuss further below.

It is clear that the manner in which LNG is now meeting New England’s demand for natural gas has
changed in a fundamental way. Figure 12 reproduces a graph from the Concentric Advisors report (see
page 32 of that report) but extends the scope through the end of Calendar Year 2013. This graph shows
the daily gas price differential between the Algonquin and TETC0M3 pricing points since the beginning
of 2007, sorted each year from the highest to the lowest, This graph illustrates very clearly the
fundamental shift that has occurred in basis differential during 2013.

Algonquin v. Tetco M3 Basis Differentials
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Highest Basis Day to Iowest Basis Day

Premium Leve’ Number of Days During Year with Premium
($/mmbtu) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

>$10 0 0 0 0 0 1 34
SSto$10 8 1 0 0 2 9 21
$2to$5 14 7 5 0 9 38 59
$lto$2 12 16 6 13 12 M 39
$Oto$1 331 342 354 352 342 254 212
Totals 365 366 365 365 365 366 365

The table below the graph in Figure 12 indicates how many days each year the basis differential fell
within the ranges shown on the leftmost column. Prior to 2013, there had been only one day where
the differential was in excess of $10.00/mmbtu and relatively few days when it was above
$S,00/mmbtu, This is particularly true for the 2011 2013 period, post the development of the
Millennium Pipeline project that brought additional gas supplies from the Marcellus region into New
York State.

_____..—,.——-———,——

—,———.——
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While the graph and accompanying table suggest a fundamental shift has occurred in the New Er..gi.and
natural gas market, this shift is not the result of changes in underlying supply and demand conditions in
the region. There have been no changes in supply capacities, LDC or power generation demands
sufficient enough to cause this shift in basis differential. What have changed, however, are the
operations of the two LNG facilities at Canaport and Everett. We understand that many if not all longer
term LNG supply contracts for both facilities expired at the end of 2012, This meant that all future
deliveries into the facilities are being priced at or very close to world market prices thus driving up the
cost of LNG supply. We would expect each of these facilities to seek to pass this higher cost of LNG
supply onto their customers, which would drive up the price of natural gas in the region on those days
when New England’s demand exceeded the supply capacity of the pipe lines!5

The operations and economic behaviors of Canaport and Everett have become much more critical to the
ability of New England to meet its natural gas demands during the winter period, yet the uncertainty of
when these facilities will be needed and how much LNG they will be called upon to deliver has made it
difficult for them to schedule deliveries. Further, even when they do schedule deliveries, the price of
the delivered LNG into the facilities will be at or very near world market prices in the $18/mmbtu range.

As Figure 10 indicates, under the Governors’ Letter scenario, LNG will be required for only 220 hours
each year. Further, during these 220 hours, we estimate that a total of 4.9 bcf of LNG will be required.
Assuming that 100% of this LNG is met by send-out from the Canaport facility and none from the Everett
facility, the 4.9 bcf would represent less than 2% of the full capacity sendout of the Canaport facility.
We have very serious doubts as to whether the Canaport facility can remain operational at this capacity
factor, and certainly not at an LNG price of $18 per mmbtu. If instead Everett meets much of this
required LNG supply as we expect it will in light of its location and the fact that it must stay operational
to serve the Mystic generating station adjacent to the facility, the Canaport facility may not be called
upon at all to operate.

Even in the best of situations for the Canaport facility, where it supplies all of the estimated 4.9 hcf of
LNG required, we believe that Canaport will have to sell the LNG it receives at prices well above the
delivered price, and further that this margin will have to grow larger as the capacity factor of the facility
falls in order for Canaport to cover its costs and remain in operation. Preliminary evidence from
December 2013 through January 2014 bears this out. Figure 13 shows the Algonquin and TZ6 spot
prices each day and the same day sendout of LNG from the Canaport facility. Assuming that all of the
send-out was sold at the spot gas price each day, the average price received by Canaport during
December 2013 was $22.50/mmbtu. In January 2014 the average price was $36.45/mmbtu — twice the
world market price of S18/mrnhtu,

We understand that the Canaport facility operated under a constraint that required it to s.endout between
0.050 and 0.100 bcf/d to meet its boiloff requirements or otherwise it would have to flare that amount of gas.
Canaport has modified its facility to eliminate this operational requirement. This will reduce gas supply into the
region during many hours when Canaport would otherwise have had to inject LNG into the M&N Pipeline. This will
put additional pressure on prices on those days.
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Were the Canaport facility to close, the region would have to rely fully on the Everett facility to meet its
natural gas requirements beyond those that can be met through the expanded pipeline system. This
would vest an uncomfortable degree of pricing power with that facility, a power that would be kept in
check only through the use of oil as an alternative fuel in the region’s generation fleet. This, in turn,
would impose its own costs on the reg on, as we have seen with ISO-NE’s Winter Reliability Program this
winter. One component of this program is the oil inventory program to ensure that dual-fueled units
have available fuel supply to operate on oil when natural gas supplies are limited, ISO-NE estimated the
region would require the equivalent of 24.2 million mmbtu of fuel supply.” This is equal to 24 bcf of
LNG. By comparison, Canaport delivered approximately 3 bcf in December 2013 and 6 bcf in January
2014. The Winter Reliability Program is estimated to cost the region’s electricity consumers
approximately $75 million, in addition to the over $400 million in fuel costs above the unconstrained
natural gas price of $5.00 per mmbtu.

Therefore, the appropriate measure of the value of the additional 1 bct/cf of pipeline capacity under the
2 bcf/d Option is not simply the incremental savings shown in Figure 10. It is that incremental savings of

It possible that a new small sc le liquefactio facility could be constructed in New England that could liqu fvpipeline gas during the periods of low natural ga demand and excess capacity on pipelnes into New England for
storage at the various L DC LNG stonge tans We h we not estimated what the price of such gas would be per
mmbtu

This is computed as 2.4 million MWhs f om if fired genelation, or 4 2 million barrels of oil as i heat rate oft0000 btu/kWh and a fuel content f 13?, 00 btu/gallon.

(page 8)
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$CL450 billion plus the incremental costs of relying on oil as the fuel when gas demands exceed pipeline
capacities under the Governors’ Letter scenario. The latter is measured as the difference between the
$18/mmbtu used in the model as the LNG price and the price of oil at $22/mmbtu plus the costs of
inventorying oil under a program comparable to the Winter Reliability Program. We have estimated the
costs of the former to be $0.180 billion and have assumed the latter to be approximately $ciOSO billion,
based on the $75 million incurred this year. The total savings to New England electricity consumers that
can be realized by adding another 1 bcf/d of pipeline capacity under the 2 bcf/d Option scenario is
therefore $0.680 billion a year.

We have seen estimates of the cost to construct the Kinder Morgan line in the $1.2 billion range.2 Even
if the 2 bcf/d Option bears the full cost of constructing this line, the simple payback period is two years.
If the line is built as part of the Governors’ Letter scenario, the incremental cost to add compression to
the line to achieve a 1.2 bcf/d throughput will be well below the $1.2 billion construction cost, and the
simple payback period could be less than one year. Further, if oil is only partially successful in acting as a
check on the price of LNG during those 220 hours noted above, the value of the 2 bcf/d Option will be
even greater to New England’s electricity consumers.

Generating Plant Retirements in New Engia.d

As we noted in Section 4. our Base Case incorporates the shut-down of Vermont Yankee but not the
announced closure of the coal units at Salem Harbor (unit 3) and Brayton Point. The capacity of these
coal units are approximately 150 M:W and 1,140 MW, respectively, and tti.s capac. ity has been available
and running when there is pressure on the region’s natural gas supplies. Eliminating these units will
increase the power generation demand for natural gas by 0.225 bcf/d assuming that the units are
replaced with CCGT units operating at a 7,500 btu/kWh heat rate. This amount of natural gas is more
than 20% of the incremental supply under the Governors’ Letter scenario.

Additional coal and/or oil unit retirements are a continuing concern for ISO-NE, and to the extent these
are replaced by CCGT or sim.ple combustion turbine natural ga.s uni.ts, there will be further pressure on
the region’s pipeline capacity, even with the additional 1 bcf/d under the Governors’ Letter scenario,ZS
If we assume that an additional 1,500 MW of these units retire over the next 5 years and are replaced by
natural gas units, these 2,700 MW of new natural gas-fired units will add almost 0.500 bcf/d of natural
gas demand or 50%. of the total new pipeline capacity under the Governors’ Letter scenario.30 This
would put the region in a short position roughly similar to that modeled as the LDC Contracted scenario.
It is possible that the retirement of coal and oil units will be offset by Canadian power enabled by new
power lines to Canada. This would m.itgate the natural gas shortage condition discussed in the above

See, for example, the Black & Veatch report at page 35,,

29The results of the recent FCM Auction support ISO-NE’s concerns. ht//ww
//)

..

.

.

ISO-NE has indicated that. over 8,000 MW of coal and oil fired generation are at ri.sk of retiring by 2020. The
breakdown is 5,961 MW of oil-fired generation (residual oil units only) and 2,309 MW of coal, inclusive of the
Brayton Point plant.
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paragraphs; hc.wever, these new Cana.dian imports could. not a:i.so be counted on to reduce current
natural gas demands. They cannot be cited as available to offset unit retirements as well as justification
for a more limited pipeline expansion, as this would be double counting.

Increased Demand for Natural Gas

As noted in Section 3 of this Report, various studies have estimated that Design Day LDC demand for
natural gas will grow over the balance of this decade by between 0.250 bcf/d and 0.400 bcf/d. The low
end of this estimated range is roughly equivalent to the combined new pipeline capacities of the CT
Expansion project and the proposed expansions on the PNGTS pipeline. At the higher end of the range,
the new natural gas demands will offset virtually all of the new pipeline capacity of the LDC Contracted
scenario.

The increases referenced in the above paragraph only relate to increases attributable to increased LDC
demands. If the proposed transmission lines to Canada are delayed or are never built and the increased
demands from the power generating sector are added to those from the LDCs, the combined increase
could total as much as 090O bcf/d during cold winter days by 2020. This increase would absorb almost
all of the increased pipeline capacities under the Governors’ Letter scenario, leaving the region pretty
much in the same situation it is in today.

The Relationship Between Pipelines and Transmission Lines

The ab.ove discussion highlights the relationship between natural gas pipelines and electricity
transmission lines. From the important perspective of their abilities to meet energy demands in New
England, the two are substitutes. Both have the ability to relieve congestion on the region’s current
pipeline system and supply New England’s winter energy requirements, assuming that natural gas
supplies to our south and west are adequate and that there is sufficient electric generation capacity in
Canada to import energy over the transmission lines in the winter.

From the perspective of New England’s electric consumers, however, the two options are also
complementary. Pipeline congestion drives up the price of natural gas in New England and therefore
the market price of electricity, Since this market price a•cts as a bogey against which Hydro Quebec or
any other Canadian electricity generator must bid, we can expect bids to be higher in a market
characterized by expected gas congestion in the future than one in which there is no natural gas
congestion. Put simply, additional pipeline capacity into New England serves to di.scipline Canadian
energy suppliers by reducing their pricing power. Therefore, to be assured of obtaining low prices for
any imported Canadian electric energy, New England must move forward with developing additional
pipeline capacity into the region as soon as possible and before entering into any electricity purchase
agreements with Canadian suppliers.

In either case, whether New England’s electricity needs are met from in-region natu.ral gas-fired electric
generation or Canadian imports, the costs of this new pipeline capacity will be recovered through either
lower prices for in-region natural gas generation enabled by the pipelines or lower prices from Canadian
imports enabled by the price pressure brought to bear through the increased pipeline capacity. The
additional pipeline capacity is necessary to enable New England electricity consumers to realize the
benefits of the natural gas revolution that is benefitting the rest of the country, regardless of whether or
not additional transmission lines to Canada are ever developed.
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Access Northeast Project Reliability Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to New England

Disclaimer

This report reflects ICF’s opinion and best judgment based upon the information available to it
at the time of its preparation.

ICE’s opinions are based upon historical relationships and expectations that ICE believes are
reasonable. Some of the underlying assumptions, including those detailed explicitly or implicitly
in this report, may not materialize because of unanticipated events and circumstances,

ICF’s opinions could, and would, vary materially, should any of the above assumptions prove to
be inaccurate.



Access Northeast Project Rehabihty Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to New England

ICF International (ICE) was engaged by Eversource Energy (Eversource) to provide an
independent assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed Access Northeast gas
infrastructure project (Access Northeast) on New England’s natural gas and electric
markets. In particular, ICF’s analysis focuses on the impact that new infrastructure may
have on regional gas and electricity prices, and the associated economic impacts on
consumers

New England has increased its reliance on natural gas-fired electricity generation in recent years. At
present, approximately 50 percent of New England’s power comes from gas-fired generation; the
projected retirements of regional nuclear and coal-fired generating facilities, which will be replaced in
large part by new gas-fired generation, will further this trend.

The growth in new gas-fired generation raises important questions about the reliability of gas supplies to
meet that demand. Of particular concern is whether the network of gas production, pipelines, and storage
capacity serving New England will be adequate to supply power generators under winter peak gas demand
conditions,tA 2014 ICF study for ISO-NE indicates a need for up to 1.1 Bcf/d of additional gas supply by
2020 to meet projected power plant fuel requirements on a design day’ This equates to roughly 5,700
MW of capacity, or up to approximately 30% of the region’s gas generation capacity,

Central to the issue is New England’s reliance on interruptible gas supplies for much of its power
generation fuel supply. Unlike local gas distribution companies (LDCs), who contract for firm pipeline and
storage services that assure gas supplies on the coldest of days, most gas-fired generators in New England
contract for non-firm pipeline capacity and gas supplies to run their plants. This practice has worked in
the past because interruptible pipeline capacity has been widely available during most times of the year.
Going forward, natural gas-fired plants will shoulder much of the load presently served by retiring nuclear
and coal plants. This means that winter season gas demand for power is growing. Without new gas
infrastructure, relatively little pipeline capacity will be available for interruptible services in the winter
months, as LDC5 continue to utilize their firm capacity to meet heating demands.

The ICE study for ISO-NE indicates that without new firm sources of gas supplies, there is a rising
probability of gas supply deficits occurring on a significant number of days throughout the winter3.A gas
supply deficit4 is a serious threat to the reliable operation of the New England electric system that, under
certain conditions, could result in costly electric system disruptions.
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Acces Northeast Proiect Rehabihty Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to New England

In a recent article for IEEE Power & Energy Magazine on conditions during the winter of 2013/14, ISO-NE
stated that “subordinate contracts for gas transport were generally not available to power providers.”
ISO-NE was able to avoid potential brownouts and blackouts during the winter of 2013/14 through the
implementation of a number of measures, most notably its “Winter Reliability” program.

In response to this emerging need for new firm gas services in New England, Spectra Energy and
Eversource have proposed the Access Northeast project to provide scalable deliverability to Power Plant
Aggregation Areas (PPAA) to directly serve power plants in order to reach the most efficient power plants
on Spectra Energy’s Algonquin and Maritimes pipelines. According to the proposal, Access Northeast will
provide new Electric Reliability Services (ERS) for firm transportation of natural gas and natural gas supply
supported by regional storage facilities for their customers. This proposed service provides greater fuel
certainty and performance flexibility for generators through reserved No Notice Transportation with an
hourly supply option1.For its analysis, ICF has assumed that the project will add 500 MMcf/d pipeline
capacity and 6 Scf of peak supply through storage facilities with a maximum deliverability of 400 MMcf/d,
starting in November 2018.

The need for natural gas infrastructure projects that introduce incremental firm natural gas supplies to
New England or electric infrastructure projects that reduce the demand for natural gas during peak winter
days is well documented. To that end, the New England Governors released a statement in December
2013 committing to support “investments in additional energy efficiency, renewable generation, natural
gas pipelines, and electric transmission,’e In the statement, Governor LePage of Maine expressed that
New England’s “high energy prices drain family budgets and are a significant barrier to attracting business
investment, especially in energy-intensive industries... This energy infrastructure initiative can bring these
world-class resources to start powering New England industry and start saving money for families across
our states.”

It is important to recognize that the economic benefits of new firm gas supplies will accrue to New England
stakeholders even when conditions do not result in gas supply deficits or system disruptions. New
England’s natural gas and electricity grids operate as efficient and transparent markets where energy
prices can rise quickly in response to tightening supply conditions. For example, ICF estimates that New
England’s 2013/2014 electric costs were approximately $3.2 billion higher than the previous winter
(December to March), caused largely by Polar Vortex cold weather episodes and the gas market price
volatility that cascaded across the East Grid operators successfully averted gas supply deficits and major
system disruptions, hut the economic burden on consumers was nonetheless substantial. ICF estimates
that if the Access Northeast project had been in operation last year, New England could have saved $2.5
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Access Northeast Project Reliabihty Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to New England

billion last winter The addition of firm gas supplies and transportation infrastructure can mitigate the risk
of future energy price shocks, even during normal winters. As presented later in this report, ICF estimates
that a project similar to Access Northeast, on average, could lower consumer energy costs by $780 million
to $1 2 billion per year during the initial tenyears after it enters service in 2018

Whether during an extreme year such as 2013/2014 or a normal weather year, ICF’s analysis of regional
energy price behavior indicate that the potential cost savings from having additional firm gas supplies in
New England are well in excess of the annual cost of constructing and operating the infrastructure project.



Access Northeast Project Rehability Benefits and Energy Cost Savings to New England

New England needs incremental firm natural gas supplies for the electric sector during winter
months

In recent years, New England has steadily increased its reliance on natural gas fired generation as coal and
nuclear power plants have been retired. As a result, the demand for natural gas from the power sector
has increased, with the growth rates being greatest in the winter heating season when traditional heating
demand for natural gas is also at its peak. This growing reliance on natural gas is expected to continue
during the next few years with the retirement of additional nuclear, coal, and oil-fired capacity (e.g,
Vermont Yankee, Brayton Point, and Mount Tom) and the addition of new gas-fired capacity (Footprint
Power).

New1EncanNjeliancet,nUon-firm winter gas supplies poses increasing risks on electricity
consumer costs

New England LDCs hold the vast majority of firm capacity rights on pipelines. In contrast, power
generators typically rely on interruptible pipeline capacity and the spot natural gas market to procure
supply. During peak winter demand periods, pipelines must prioritize gas deliveries first to firm
customers, with any remaining capacity allocated to the highest bidders in the market, As evidenced by
last winter’s record high prices, the resulting competition for scarce interruptible pipeline capacity
(particularly during peak demand periods) places upward pressure on spot prices for natural gas. This
caused regional wholesale electricity prices to soar, because those prices are set by bids from marginal
generators, typically gas-fired units. Last winter, due to the existence of the ISO-NE Winter Reliability
program, there were several days where the marginal price was set by oil-fired generation. Had this
program not been in place, electric prkes would have been even higher.

Diminishing New England gas supply sources increase consumer exposure to non-firm gs
supplies

To supplement gas supplies transported by pipelines from US and Western Canadian fields, New England
has historically relied on imports produced from smaller gas fields in offshore Atlantic Canada and
liquefied natural gas (LNG) cargoes delivered to regional import terminals. Both of these supply sources
have diminished in recent years, wh’ch will require New England to replace these sources simply to
preserve the supply/demand status quo.

Atlantic Canada gas supplies have principally come from the Sable Offshore Energy Project (SOEP) off the
coast of Nova Scotia. SOEP has experienced deep declines in production during the past few years and ‘s
expected to cease production completely within 10 years. A new offshore field called Deep Panuke
commenced production in Q3 2013, but has had production issues resulting in numerous “shut ins’ of
production, and has had higher than expected operating costs. Future gas exploration and production
activity around Deep Panuke and other Nova Scotia gas fields is uncertain. Absent material changes in gas
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exploration and production sucesses in the Mantirnes, New England buyers will need to replace this
portion of its fuel supplies

It is important to note that declining gas production in the Canadian Maritimes will likely prompt gas
consumers in those provinces to turn to gas imports from New England to meet their heating and power
generation needs. This would lead to increased competition for already scarce pipeline capacity and gas
supply resources for New England.

New England’s access to gas supplies has become further constrained by the reduced frequency of firm
cargoes at the regions’ LNG import terminals. ING is a global commodity and importers to New England
largely operate without firm contracts to sell to New England buyers, instead preferring to seek the
highest prices available wherever that may be. As a result, New England must compete with the rest of
the world to have LNG spot cargoes available on peak days. This can result in extremely high gas prices,
or no gas at all, depending on the availability of spot cargoes. Even during the 2O132014 winter, when
spot prices spiked to $78/MMl3tu, very few spot cargoes were delivered into New England terminals.

Expected growth in the Marceilus/Utica production basins provides a reliable and economic
supply source to New England and are located very close to the region

The Appalachian Basin was one of the first US oil dnd gas producing regions, and ICF expects that the
Appalachian Basin’s role as supplier will continue to grow as production from the Marcellus/Utica shale
region (Exhibit 1) increases from its current output of 17 Bcf/d to a projected 37 Bcf/d by 2035 (as shown
by the right axis of Exhibit 2)
Exhtht 1 MareiusJUt a Shale S ipply Region d N’w hngl3nd

Marcllus!UticaU

Sourc K nternatonal, Ventyx

See ls ‘1 he Fr ture of Natura ( a Supp y fo Nova ‘a Na K F K ternato ral repar ed for Nova S Na Departmentw gy, M ch 8, 013
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Ehe dramatu increase in low-cost Appalachian Basin gas production has materially altered the relationship
of the basin’s gas prices to other trading points across the North American market. As shown on the left
axis of Exhibit 2, the price of natural gas in the Appalachian Basin (represented by the Dominion South
pricing point) relative to the North American benchmark Henry Hub (Louisiana) price has plummeted
nearly $1.50/MMbtu from a premium to a discount of $tOO, ICF projections show that, as a result of
declining production costs, the discounted spread will widen further to more than $1 50/MMBtu, At these
prices, the Appalachian Basin is among the lowest priced gas supply sources on the continent.

Exhibit) Histoncai and Proiected Maic”iius litita Production and Dominion South Point to Henry Hub Basis’
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Source: CF international, SNL

Lack of gas infrastructure to fuel power generation makes New England consumers especially
vulnerable to cold weather situations

The consequences of New England’s growing dependence on non-firm pipeline capacity for gas-fired
generation were made clear in the 2O13 2014 winter. During the Polar Vortex episodes, power generation
and heating demand for natural gas soared in the Midwest, Northeast, and Mid Atlantic. Exhibit 3 shows
the comparable weather and natural gas prices in New England and Midwest during this past winter. The
US Midwest region experienced the coldest winter in more than 60 years. This is reflected by the actual
daily heating degree days (HOD), represented by the blue line which is repeatedly approaching the top
of the blue shaded range representing the past 68 years. On the other hand, New England was only
moderately colder than normal with the blue daily HOD line positioned mostly in the middle of the
historical range. Natural gas prices ri the Midwest, however, were much more stable than those in New
England primarily because the Midwest has a multiplicity of supply soue options and adequate pipeline
capacity on several pipeline systems, This behavior signals the first consequence of New England’s winter
gas capacity inadequacy extremely high and volatile natural gas prices.

Basis presented here is Dominion South Point price minus Henry Huh price.
Heating Degree Days i calculated as 65 minus the average temperature of th ‘da

icli corn
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Exhibit 4 shows the second and potentially more damaging consequence of the natural gas capacity
inadequacy. In New England. power prices are closely correlated with natural gas prices, so electnc prices
last winter also reached unprecedented levels as a result of the natural gas price spikes. This tight
correlation between gas and electric prices is expected to continue with the increasing dependency of the
power grid on natural gas supply and delivery infrastructure.

Exhibit 4 Comparison of New England Gas and Wholesale Powei Prices

Source ( E InternatonaI, SNL

As a result, this extreme sensitivity t weather events may become very costly for New England’s
electricity consumers if left unaddressed For December 2013 through March 2014, New England paid an

Cii Corn
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estimated $6.8 billion for wholesale power, $3.2 billion above the prior year s leveL New England
residential electric customers experienced the highest single-year growth rate in the country.

Exhh t Percent change rn Average Resdenn E iectr ty Pnces f rst H If 2014 versus F n st Halt 011

Source Energy intormat on Admmstratron

In addition, almost all New England utilities have had a drastic increase in residential retail rates for the
first half of 2015, with increases ranging from 7 to 100 percent, as shown in Exhibit 6.

Exhht 6: Average Residentai Electncty Rates Energy Only

Connpcticut

CL&P 100 12.5 25% Jan ‘15 —Jun ‘15

United lllummatinR 8 7 13.3 53% Jan 15 -Jun 15

Massachusetts

NSTAR 9.4 15 0 60% ian ‘15 —Jun ‘15

WMECO 58% lan 18 — Jun “S

National Grid 16 2 Nov 14—Apr ‘iS

Fitchburg 8.5 14 1 66% Dec 15 May ‘15

New Hampshire

PSNH 9 .) 1 Ia Ia Dec 15

Unitll 8.4 15 5 85% Dec 14 -- May i’S

Liberty 7 7 15.5 100% Nov ‘14 Apr 15

NH Elec Coop 10 .116 29% Oct 14 Apr 15
o r F rsou “ Fner’y
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Access Northeast will enhance New1anr:r’iL1Iiability, complement the lSO-NEdTharketD
improvements to incentivize generation availability, anU upportULlJeqion‘YenewabIeD
energy goals

To maintain electric system reliability an.d potentially prevent spikes in wholesale electricity prices, N.ew
England’s gas-fired electric generators will need access to firm, reliable and economic natural gas supplies,
particularly during the winter months. Access Northeast is designed to supply a significant amount of new
pipeline capacity to both existing power plants and proposed facilities and will provide access to
domestically sourced peaking LNG supply during winter periods’3 This design will optimize the use of
natural gas infrastructure by providing year-round access to more natural gas and, when. demand for gas
is low (typically, Spring, Summer and Fall) storing this domestic gas in regional LNG facilities to be used by
electric generation during the Winter. Exhibit 7 shows that the proposed project can potentially serve
6,900 MW, or nearly 70 percent of the region’s existing natural gas fired power generation capacity
interconnected to the pipeline system and operating without backup fuel capability. By providing secure
fuel supplies to these generators, Access Northeast could improve electric reliability across the grid.

Exhibit 7: Gas Fired Generatmn Served by Spectra and Partner Pipelines

A’

v’
:k ItI

lIlt 4 1 A

A

Source: Ventyx

The 150-NE has developed a market enhancement that is intended to improve generation availability in
order to mitigate the adverse consequences of reliability shortage events. This program is known as “Pay
for Performance” (or Performance Incentives “P1”) and is planned to be implemented by ISO-NE on June
2018. Once the program is in place, severe penalties ($2,000 increasing to $5,455 /Mwh over time) will
be levied on generation that is not available to run at its credited generation capacity level during a

‘ .Data from fpectra Energy, which mdudes cepacity served by ALQ MN&P and iroquois..

I—

/
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generation resource shortage. As ICF has pointed out, currently there could be insufficient firm fuel for
as much as 5,700 MW of generation, which means that during winter shortage events the existing gas
fired generation units could incur severe penalties if they are not able to dispatch. The infrastructure
solution provided by Access Northeast and the Electric Reliability gas supply service, is capable of
providing fuel for up to 5,000 MW and can provide this fuel to follow the hourly gas load variations of
power plants. Access Northeast will, therefore, help ISO-NE meet its system reliability mandate and help
generation avoid the P1 shortage penalties.

In addition, New England states have ambitious goals for deployment of renewable generation. Due to
the intermittent nature of wind and solar generation, additional quick response gas-fired generation is
needed as renewables’ share of total generation increases. Once again, the Access Northeast will provide
services that are designed specifically to follow the hourly gas load variations of power plants as electric
load and gas fired generation dispatch fluctuates during the day. Access Northeast is also well positioned
to provide fuel supplies to insure that generators have a fuel supply when renewable resources are not
generating due to the intermittent and unpredictable nature of the resources.

New England could have saved $2.5 billion in wholesale electric costs had a project like Access
Northeast been in operation during the 2013 —2014 winter

In addition to enhancing the area’s electric reliability, additional firm supplies created by a project like
Access Northeast will significantly reduce regional gas and electricity prices, especially during winter
months when lack of gas supply during peak days has led to high and volatile gas prices. ICF estimates
that a project like Access Northeast could have eliminated gas and electric price spikes on 49 days during
this past winter and saved $2.5 billion n wholesale energy costs for New England’s electric consumers

ICF has analyzed historical flow and price data for the “Polar Vortex winter” of 2013 - 2014 to illustrate
the potential impacts that a project like Access Northeast could have had during the winter of 2013 -2014,
Daily load factors on pipelines serving New England from New York, namely Tennessee Gas Pipeline
(Tennessee) and Algonquin, averaged 89 percent from December 2013 to March 2014 and load factors
on price spike days frequently exceeded 95 percent. An additional 500 MMcf/d of capacity, such as is
proposed by Access Northeast, could have reduced the average load factor to 75%. Additionally, the
pipeline load factors on peak winter days could have been further reduced witht3ccessl:Northeast’sO
proposed capability to use strategically located LNG injection points on the ectra pipeline systems, as
illustrated in Exhibit 8 When pipeline load factor is at or below 7S% of capacity, New England natural gas
price spikes and associated electric price spikes are much less likely to occur
Exhbit 8: Hypothetic& Lead Factor Reducton wth Access Northeast

Actual Hypothetical with Access Northeast
Flows Capacity Load Factor Capacity Storage Reduced Load FactorMMct/d MMct/d MMcI/d )ispatch Flows

MMct/d MMcI/d
2479 2761 9O5 3261 83 2396 73

Htorrc ai data analysis ndcat s that Nw England p,rr’s tpnd to ‘pe up hnn ppehne load Iato oxcoeci /5% ot uxcstmg nh %trurtur,
- cpaccty, .sh,-h -s con u ,tvnt w:th tt u co dc o s of th, NfSCOt St dy
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A project like Access Northeast generates $780 million to $1.2 billion savings for New England
e ri consum rs nder a rn I ea h c nditians

F tma sha v a e F N u u
780 mIlion to $1 2 billion per year ov r its first ten years of operation (2019 2028). Reduced wholesale

yris s if f e M n
region so all electric onsumer will b nefit from this cost reduction. It is critical to note, however, the

i cr tn t Ia nlbr i n va
natural gas supply which is a primary b nefit that Access Northeast provides Exhibit 9 shows that annual
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The annualized cost of the Access Northeast project assessed in this analysis is approximately $400 million
a year ICF estimates that the project would potentially produce net savings of $380 million to $800
million a year to New England’s electric consumers This estimate assumes that the project is constructed
following the funding mechanism that the electric distribution companies proposed to NESCOE’ Under
such a mechanism, New England’s electric consumers would bear the full cost of the electric portion of
the project, so those costs are netted out of the total savings that ICF has estimated. However, the cost
savings to consumers would be greater if projected revenues for pipeline reservation charges paid by
electric generators were to be credited back to the consumers (as is proposed). ICF also estimates that
the majority of the $2A billion investment required for the project could be recovered from the cost
savings realized from a single winter like 2013/14.

if extreme winter weather
conditions occur along with a nuclear plant outage

ICF has assessed the benefits of Access Northeast under a “1-in-20 year” design winter and also assuming
that 1,000 MW5 of base load units are not available during the 2018-2019 winter (this is also a condition
evaluated by ISO-NE and carries a high risk to electric reliability without new gas infrastructure). This
results in more dramatic natural gas and wholesale electricity price reductions. CF estimates that during
the five-month winter period from November 2018 through March 2019, cost savings to the area’s electric
customers would be approximately $1.1 billion dollars, 25 percent higher than the high volatility reduction
under normal weather conditions,

Access Northeast promotes greater reliability and mitigates the risks of costly electric grid
disruption

The cost savings estimated by ICF in preparing this study and report focus solely on the benefits that
additional infrastructure have on fuel supply costs and, in turn, the cost of producing electricity. Another
and potentially much greater financial benefit is gained by avoiding potential direct and indirect economic
consequences from disruptions to electric grid services. Although beyond the scope of this study, other
sources have shown that disruptions to electric services can be multiples of the billions of dollars in fuel
cost savings we identify.

CF estimated the level ted c st for the ow r generation solution based on a $2 4 billion capital investment
requirement

http /www neseoc m/upl a i /GaslorHe-tr cR ?hahility(,r phtc At ril2O L4pdt
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TheL-NEPerspective
Over the past decade, the New England power market has expenenced a rapid shift towards gas-fired
generation, which has created challenges for SO-NE regarding electric system reliability. Although the
region has expanded pipeline infrastructure as demand from gas LDCs customers has grown, there has
been no equivalent investment to ensure that gas is available for power plants as New England’s reliance
on gas-fired generation has increased significantly. Generators’ lack of firm pipeline capacity contracts has
been identified as a key risk by ISO-NE Under the pipeline regulatory system imposed by FERC, interstate
gas pipelines only build new or increased pipeline capacity if shippers are willing to commit to long-term
firm contracts for the capacity rights Without long term firm contracts, pipeline capacity will not be
added into New England.

LDCs contract for firm pipeline capacity based on potential peak day demand of their firm service
customers under extreme winter weather conditions, referred to as a “design day” and buy their gas
supplies under a portfolio of supply contracts and delivery points in the gas production areas served by
their pipeline transport providers. Electrical generators in vertically integrated power markets (primarily
in the Midwest, southern states, and some western states) will make long-term pipeline contracts because
they are usually permitted to pass the costs of the capacity contracts through to their electric customers.
However, in ISO/RTO markets like New England, generators are unwilling to take the risk of entering in
long-term contracts absent any certainty that they will be able to recover those costs. As a result, most
gas-fired generators in New England have made no long term commitment and rely on non-firm,
interruptible capacity (IT) services and spot market purchases of natural gas supplies.

During the summer months, New England LDC loads are low and IT services are readily available
However, in the winter months (and particularly on cold winter days when firm LDC demand is highest),
IT services become scarce, leading to sharp increases in regional spot gas prices and concerns about
meeting minimum fuel requirements reeded to avoid electric system disruptions. The 2013/14 Winter
Reliability program encouraged oil and dual-fuel generation to stockpile oil reserves though out-of-market
payments. With FERC approval, ISO-NE has implemented a similar Winter Reliability program for the
winter of 2014/15, However, in its order approving the new 2014/15 program, FERC stated, “we expect
ISO-NE to abide by its commitment to develop a long-term, market-based solution to address winter
reliability issues,”

As part of its effort to look for long-term solutions, SO-NE has engaged ICF for three separate studies
since 2011 to evaluate the availability of gas supplies to New England electric generators during peak
winter demand periods through 2020. The three ICF studies are:

1) Assessment of New England’s Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity to Satisfy Short and Near-Term
Electric Generation Needs (“Phase I”), analysis completed June 2012

ttp: /wwwfercgov/(aiendarF’ies/ 01409091 3118 1R14 101 00Odf
‘ht1p://wwwso-necornf:ornrnttees/cornm wkgrps/prtcpnts ornmlpdc/repnrts/2012/gasctudy pubhc sbdespdt
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2) Assessment of New England’s Natural Gas Pipeline Capacity to Satisfy Short and Near-Term
Electric Generation Needs: Phase (((“Phase II’), analysis completed December 2013

3) Winter 2013/14 Benchmark and Revised Projections for New England Natural Gas Supplies and
Demand (“Winter Benchmark’), analysis completed April 2014’

A similar analytic approach was used in the Phase I and Phase II studies First, ICF evaluated the total gas
supplies available to New England consumers (from firmly contracted interstate pipeline capacity, send
out from LNG import terminals, and LDC-operated peak-shaving facilities) on a peak winter day. Next, ICF
projected the aggregated design day firm load for the New England LDCs, based on data provided by the
LDCs for use in the study and LDC filings with their state public service commissions. To arrive at gas
supplies remaining for New England’s electric generators on a peak winter day, (CF subtracted the LDC
firm design day load from the total regional gas supplies. Separately, ISO-NE modeled multiple scenarios
for gas generation fuel requirements, based on various combinations of gas prices, projected electric load,
availability of non-gas generation, and other variables. The (SO-NE projections for generator gas demand
were compared to the remaining supply; where projected demand is greater than the remaining supply,
this is referred to as a gas supply deficit. The Phase II study concluded that by the winter of 2019-2020,
gas supply deficit would range from 250 to 1,100 MMcf/d under the Phase II Retirements scenarios, which
did not include ISO-NE’s revised projections for electric load reductions due to energy efficiency,
However, even in cases including new energy efficiency projections that reduce electric load growth and
gas demand, the Phase (I still projected gas supply deficits of from 200 to 800 MMcfId.’

For the most recent Winter Benchmark study, ISO-NE asked (CF to examine gas system performance
during the winter of 2013/14 (particularly during the January 2014 polar vortex events), and based on this
new data, revise its Phase II projections for New England natural gas supplies, firm LDC demand, and gas
supplies remaining for electric generators. (CF collected data on daily pipeline flows throughout the
winter, and the Northeast Gas Association (NGA) provided send out data from their member LDCs for four
of the peak demand days in January. (SO-NE provided a total of nine new gas demand projections, based
on its dispatch analysis using results from the latest Forward Capacity Auction (FCA 8), and various
combinations of gas prices, load assumptions, and nuclear outages.

The cases ISO-NE deemed to be most relevant in the Winter Benchmark study were those using “extreme’
(“$23/MMBtu) gas prices, since these cases are most representative of spot prices observed in New
England when gas supplies are constrained and oil-fired units frequently become the marginal supply.

‘Whie the Phase II study was complete n 201 and a draft report was issued in December 20i3, tne hnal veruon oF the
report was posted on lSO$’JE on November 20, 2014; see: http://www so-necom/sta0c
asets/dcxumen1s/2O14/L1/final if phh gas study report wrth appendices 112014 pdf
“httpj/wwwaso-ne corn/static
assets/docurnents/cornmrttees/commwkgrps/prtcpnts omm/pac/mtrls/2014/apr292014/a3 cf benchrnarking studypdf

Assessment of New England’s Natural 0 ss Prp l ne Capac ty to Stisty Short and Near Term Electric Generat on Needs °has
IC F International (2014) page 21, F xhrb t 4 6
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Exhibit tO shows the projected gas deficits for peak winter days through the winter of 2019/20; points
below 0 on the y-axis represent supply deficits.

Exhibit 10: Power Sector Winter Peak Day Supply Deficits

Source. SO-NE Planning Advisory Committee presentation, Apr 29, 2014

Even assuming extreme gas prices and heavy reliance on older more expensive oil4ired generation, the
electric system is still expected to have a gas deficit of between 140 and 300 MMcf/d (equivalent to 600
and 1,300 MW) by the winter of 2019/20, meaning electric system reliability will remain at risk without
additional gas supplies into the region. As shown in the Phase II study, the supply gap is expected to be
much larger if gas prices are less extreme. Gas supply to ISO-NE generation would need to provide an
additional 1,1 Bcf/day in order to fuel as much as 5,700 MW of generation and allow for cost efficient and
reliable operations.

With extreme gas prices at $23/MMBtu and above many oil units are in merit, which reduces gas-fired
generation, producing a “lower” deficit for natural gas fired generation capacity. However, while the ISO-
NE dispatch analysis assumes oil supplies are available, experience from the winter of 2013/14 indicates
that this might not be the case Generators had stockpiled oil pnor to winter (due to the ISO NE Winter
Reliability program requirements), but by February of 2014 most generators were down to two days of oil
supplies. In a filing with FERC, lSONE stated that during this winter20l3/14:

‘Those [oil-fired generating sttionsj mat tried to replenish their inventory reported dirticulties in both
pwcuring and tnnsporting oil, Oil was unavailable given the increased demand from both the heating and
power sectors and reduced supply following years of reduced demand. Even when oil was available, barges
to transport the oil were in short supply due to high demand all along the East Coast. When they were

The deficit reduction in the winter of 201b/17 is due to the planned Algonquin AIM and Fennese Connecticut
pipeline expansions in November 2016; th se were the on1y pipeline capacity expansions assumed in the Winter
Benchmark analysis.

‘cfi corn
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available, barges had difficulties with frozen and shallow water conditions Trucks were also limited, and
commercial drivers’ license requirements restricted hours per day of work (although the license
requirement was loosened in Massachusetts at the ISO’s request).”

While ISO NE’s Winter Reliability program encourages less reliance on gas fired generation, the resulting
increase in dependence on oil-fired generation can also present reliability risks, demonstrated by the
difficulties replenishing oil supplies this past winter, Additionally, the increased dependence on oil-fired
generation can result in high electricity rates to customers (such as those experienced during winter
2013/14) as summarized earlier in this report. Consistent with the design of the Access Northeast project,
firm pipeline capacity, from both more firm transport from stable gas sources west of New England and
access to supplemental LNG supplies from strategically located facilities in New England, will provide
enhanced power supply reliability.

Purpose of This udy
The purpose of this study is to assess the impact to electric system reliability and estimate the potential
cost savings to New England electric consumers from the proposed Access Northeast project.

ICF’s analyses focused on four model runs — one scenario assuming the average normal weather
conditions from 2019 through 2028 with and without Access Northeast, and a second scenario assuming
a 2018-2019 cold winter season with a large nuclear outage, as shown in Exhibit 11. ICF also provides
qualitative assessments on the proposed project’s potential non-economic benefits, including enhancing
the electric system reliability and supporting renewable generation.

Exhibit 11 : ICE Analysis Overview

(CF’s analyses and findings draw from years of experience consulting on North American natural gas and
electric markets, and the proprietary software tools and data bases developed for that purpose For this
analysis, CF utilized a suite of analytical tools —Gas Market Modeling (GMM©), (CF’s Integrated Planning

ISO NE SO New England nc.. Docket No. ERI4-2407-000 Winter 2014-15 Reliability Program (Part I of 2)
http://www so-ne com/regulatorv/ferc/filings/2014/jul/erl4-2407 000 win rd pro 7 11 2014 pdf
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Model (IPM), and GE’s Multi Area Production Simulation (MAPS) —through an iterative and integrated
process.

Analytic Assumptions

Electric Load Growth

For electric load growth in New England, ICF utilizes the 2014 ISO NE CELT report’s net of Passive Demand
Response (“PDR”) energy load forecast extrapolated through 2028. The projection assumes that New
England’s annual net energy load grows through 2017 and declines until 2023 and remains flat afterwards
as seen in Exhibit 12. This load growth projection reflects significant amount of energy efficiency gains
over time to offset the load growth resulted Irom population growth and economic developments.

Exhibit 12: ISO NE RTO LOAD Factors

Source: CF international

Capacity Retirements and Builds

In the analysis, ICF assumes th3t approximately 2,800 MW of coal oil, and nuclear generation capacity in
ISO NE is retired by 2018 as shown in Exhibit 13.

Exhibit 13 iSO — NE Firm Retirements

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Nuclear 01 Oct44 604
SALEM HARBOR Coal, Oil/Gas Steam 30 May 14 581
Bridgeport Station 0 I/Gas Steam Heavy Oil Olian 17 130
Brayton PT OH/Gas Steam Heavy Oil, Combustion Turbine, 31 May-17 1500

Coal

Soui e CF internationa
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For this analysis, ICF assumes that the Footpnnt Power facility (700 MW rating) comes online in January
2017. In addition, a 500 MW of combined cycle facility is assumed to be constructed in 2023 to replace
retired capacities.

Renewables

ICF assumes all renewable portfolio standards (“RPS’ ) in the New England states are met according to the
proposed timeline, For Massachusetts. the RPS requires 22 percent of energy from renewable resources
by 2020 and an additional 1 percent each year thereafter. Connecticut, 27 percent by 2020; New
Hampshire, 24,8 percent by 2025; Rhode Island, 16 percent by 2020 and Maine, 30 percent by 2020 ICF
assumes 800 MW of wind will be built through 2028. 1,500 MW of solar and approximately 150 MW of
landfill and biomass capacity will also be added to serve ISO-NE.

Environmental Regulations

For this analysis, ICF assumes that federal maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards,
consistent with those set by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in its final mercury and air toxics
standards (MATS) released on December 21, 2011, will be in place. ICF also assumes that the EPA will not
have an alternative to current the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) regulations, and that CAIR remains in
place through 2017. In 2018, ICF assumed standards tighten to the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR)
Phase II requirements. Furthermore, ICF considers a national CO2 cap and trade program starting in 2020
at $1/ton and increasing to $16.6/ton by 2028. However, on the regional level, the analysis assumes the
existing CO, market for Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic states’’ under the Regional Greenhouse Gas
Initiative (“RGGI”) program remains in place ‘and is gradually integrated into the federal program.

ICF’s CO, forecast reflects a probability weighted assessment of several alternative GHG mitigation
policies. Exhibit 14 shows the RGGI CO, expected allowance prices in New England increases from
$5.2/Ton to $16.6/Ton by 2028.

‘includes MD, CT, DE ME, MA, NH, RI, VT and NY.
R6G CO, program is asumd to be subsumed ny Natioral (0 progi ni by ‘026 nflation used beyond 2013 is 2.1% annuaHy

Ilier tore thu values presented cr beyo d 2025 ar atually rational (0 numbe
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Exhbt 14: Carbon Pricng Assumptons

2014 5.2
2015 6.3
2016 7.5
2017 8.9
2018 9.1
2019 9.3
2020 11.4
2021 11,6
2022 11.8
2023 12.1
2024 12.3
2025 12.6
2026 13.3
2027 14.9
2028 16.6

Source. ICE international
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Access Northeast will increase lSONE’s electric system reliability by directly providing firm natural gas

fuel for gas fired power generators. As discussed earlier, the most recent ISO-NE study performed by ICF

last year identified that potential capacity needs for the region range from 250 MMCf/d to 1.1 Bcf/d for

peak winter days under different assumptions.

The Mass DOER study, recently completed by Synapse Energy, analyzed a suite of scenarios and concluded

that in order to balance supply and demand for natural gas in Massachusetts in 2020, there is a

hypothetical natural gas capacity need of 25 billion Btu per peak hour to 33 billion Btu per peak hour (0.6

Bcf per day to 0.8 Bcf per day).2s The estimated need for pipeline capacity exists even under the low

demand scenario with the assumption of a new transmission project that imports 2,400 MW of Canadian

hydroelectric power into Massachusetts, The low demand scenario is based on the assumption that

Massachusetts implements all of the alternative resources deemed technically and economically feasible

and practically achievable.

To maintain electric system reliability and potentially prevent spikes in wholesale electricity prices, New

England’s gas-fired electric generators will need access to firm, reliable and economic natural gas supplies,

particularly during the winter months. Access Northeast is designed to supply a significant amount of new

pipeline capacity to both existing power plants and proposed facilities and will provide access to

domestically sourced peaking LNG supply during winter periods. This design will optimize the use of

existing natural gas infrastructure by providing year round access to more natural gas and, when demand

for gas is low (typically, Spring, Summer and Fall) storing this domestic gas in regional LNG facilities to be

used by electric generation during the Winter. Exhibit 15 shows that the proposed project can potentially

serve 6,900 MW, or nearly 70 percent of the region’s existing natural gas fired power generation capacity

interconnected to the pipeline system and operating without backup fuel capability2’. By providing secure

fuel supplies to these generators, Access Northeast could significantly improve electric reliability across

the grid.

2Massachusetts Low Demand Anayss shde 28

including connections with ALO, MN&P 3nd Iroquois
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Extuhit iS Gas Fired Generabon Served by Spetra and Partner Pipelines
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Source, Ventyx

The ISO-NE has developed a market enhancement that is intended to improve generation availability in
order to mitigate the adverse consequences of reliability shortage events. This program is known as “Pay
for Performance” (or Performance Incentives “P1”) and is planned to be implemented by ISO-NE on June
2018. Once the program is in place, severe penalties ($2,000 increasing to $5,455 /Mwh over time) will

be levied on generation that is not available to run at its credited generation capacity level during a
generation resource shortage. As ICF has pointed out, currently there could be insufficient firm fuel for
as much as 5,700 MW of generation, which means that during winter shortage events the existing gas
fired generation units could incur severe penalties if they are not able to dispatch. The infrastructure
solution provided by Access Northeast and the ElectrIc Reliability gas supply service, is capable of
providing fuel for up to 5,000 MW and can provide this fuel to follow the hourly gas load variations of
power plants. Access Northeast will, therefore, help ISO-NE meet its system reliability mandate and help
generation avoid the P1 shortage penalties.

In addition, New England states have ambitious goals for deployment of renewable generation. Due to
the intermittent nature of wind and solar generation, additional quick response gas-fired generation is
needed as renewables’ share of total generation increases. Once again, the Access Northeast will provide
services that are designed specifically to follow the hourly gas load variations of power plants as electric
load and gas fired generation dispatch fluctuates during the day Access Northeast is also well positioned
to provide fuel supplies to insure that generators have a fuel supply when renewable resources are not
generating due to the intermittent and unpredictable nature of the resources.
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KS has analyzed historical flow and price data to llustrate the potential impacts that a project like Access
Northeast could have had during the “polar vortex winter” of 2013-2014

As shown in Exhibit 16, daily load fa tors on pipelines serving New England from New York - namely
Tennessee Gas Pipeline (Tennessee) and Algonquin - averaged 89 percent from December 2013 to March
2014, and load factors on price spike days frequently exceeded 95 percent.

Exhibit 16. Daily toad Factors on 16P and ILQ during wtnter 013 2014 and New England Natur 0 Gas Prices

An additional 500 MMcf/d of capacity, such as is by Access Northeast analyzed in this study, could have
reduced the load factors by increasing available capacity. Additionally, the dispatch of Access Northeast’s
proposed LNG capabilities on peak wirter days could have further reduced pipeline load factors. Exhibit
17 shows the actual load factor and the hypothetically reduced load factors for introducing the Access
Northeast project Based on the assumption that the gas price spikes and associated electric price spikes
would be eliminated when pipeline load factors are at or below 75 percent ICF estimates that a project
like Access Northeast could have eliminated gas and electric price spikes on 49 days from December 2013
through March 2014, saving $2.5 billion in wholesale energy costs for New England’s electric consumers.

Historical d fla an lysis indicat .s th t New England pr r es tend to spike up when pipeline load factors xceed 15’
of existing infrastructure capacity, which s consistent with findings of the NESCOF study
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Lxi bt 11 Actual Ppelcne Load act sand Fly othetcc l Rcd c d oad F a tins wcth A cess N it c

Sour e KS international

The estmated cost savings were extraordinary for winter 2O132O14, because the polar vortex conditions

have impacted a very large US geographic area (including the Northeast, Southeast, and Mid west

simultaneously) that drove up the demand for natural gas throughout the natural gas transportation

systems.
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ICF estimates the economic mpact of Access Northeast by runmng GMM and 1PM models under normal

weather condtions with and without Access Northeast and compares the difference between natural gas

prices and electricity prices. The price reduction is used to calculate the market impact and potential cost

savings to New England’s electric consumers before estimatmg savings from reduced price volatility. The

project’s impact on natural gas price volatility and subsequent reduction to the electric price spikes are

then estimated separately utilizing a statistical approach.

Natural Gas Price Impact (excluding volatility)

Exhthit 18 shows that without Access Northeast, under normal weather conditions, ICF projects gas prices

in New England will briefly exceed the level reached in last winter. Incremental capacity expansions (such

as AIM, Tennessee’s Connecticut Expansion, Spectra’s Atlantic Bridge, and other projects to meet LDCs’

load growth) will lower the price down to $15/MMBtu, It then steadily increase over time and exceed

$20/MMBtu by January 2026 when more gas is needed for generation and supply from East Canada is no

longer available. Access Northeast reduces January price by $2.80 — 3,20/MMBtu for the entire study

period.

Even before taking the impact of volatility into consideration, ICF projects that Access Northeast will

significantly reduce natural gas prices during peak winter months. On average, peak winter month prices

will be approximately $3/MM Btu lower with Access Northeast.

Exhbt 18, New Fngland Natura’ Gas Pnce F o ‘ast excIudng volatthty reduction beneFits)

Source ( F- Intern itional, SNL
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Electric Price Impact (excluding volatility)
Access Northeast is designed to provide firm gas supply to the gas fired power plants that are connected
to the Spectra pipelines. The Spectra pipelines are already directly and indirectly connected to 70 percent
of the gas fired generation plants that serve New England. Further, Spectra pipelines serve twice the
number of efficient gas fired power plants than the other pipelines combined. Because Access Northeast
along with interconnecting pipelines and regional storage assets will provide firm service to gas fired
generators (even during severe winter conditions), the reduction in natural gas prices resulting from
Access Northeast will result in a reduction of electricity prices. Exhibit 19 shows the energy price with
Access Northeast minus the energy price without Access Northeast. Access Northeast reduces the New
England annual average wholesale power price by $2.25/MWh to $3,50/MWh between 2019 and 2028,
with substantial reduction as high as $ l.S/MWh during peak winter periods

Fxhrbrt 19 New England Annual Average Electrc Pnce Redurnons w!th Access Northeast (excIudng volatuty Impact)

Source ICF International

cinsumer st vings
ICF estimates the potential cost savings to New England’s electric consumers from reductions in average
price levels and in natural gas and electric price volatility

eduction

Analysis results presented above show that Access Northeast may reduce New England’s wholesale
energy pnce by lowering the regional natural gas price and the fuel costs for gas fired power generation.
ICF assumes that for this analysis that reductions in wholesale electricity prices provided by infrastructure
solutions benefit all New England electric consumers. Annual cost savings to electric consumers are
calculated as the reduction in New England’s wholesale energy prices multiplied by lSONE annual net
energy load
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Benefits from Reduced Daily Gas PnygjatiliIy

In addition to the overall price decreases that ICF derived using the GMM and 1PM models, there are
additional cost savings to natural gas and electric consumers due to reductions in daily natural gas and
power price volatility.

For the purpose of this analysis, ICF assumes that Access Northeast will introduce 500 MMcf/d
incremental gas supply capacity into New England year-round, and an additional 6 Bcf of winter supply
(400 MMcf/d of send out from the LNG storage). Both serve to relieve the winter constraints recently
experienced in New England. In addition to reducing monthly average prices captured by ICF’s GMM
modeling analysis, the volatility of prices, i.e., the frequency and magnitude of price spikes, may be
reduced. As New Englands power generators dispatch their gas generation based on daily fuel prices,
reduction in natural gas price volatility may result in further reduction in natural gas prices.

For this study, ICF uses the frequency and magnitude of extraordinary price spikes as a proxy to measure
the impact of volatility reductions. Exhibit 20 presents daily ALQ price and ISO-NE daily LMP5 for the past
four winters.

Exhbit 20: New England Power and Gas Pnce Correlaton

ouc- CF nternatonal, SNL SO Nb

ICF estimates a range of the volatility reduction impacts by assuming two volatility reduction Ievels

Li Low Volatility Reduction Assumption Frequency and size of price spikes were reduced by half
from a moderate volatility market, similar to that experienced in the 2010-2011 or 2012-2013
winr:

cf corn
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[3 High Volatility Reduction Assumption Frequency and size of price spikes were reduced by half
from a high volatility market, similar to that experienced in the 2013 2014 winter.

Both assumptions reflect a conservative scenario that a project like Access Northeast will result in
“reduction” and not “elimination” of volatility. ICF estimates that additional eight percent reduction in
natural gas prices for December and March using the low volatility assumption and 20 percent further
price reduction using the high volatility assumption, which translate into an additional $330 million and
$750 million a year of cost savings to electric consumers.

Totai Estimated Impact to Donsumers
With Access Northeast reducing prices of natural gas and thus reducing the price of wholesale power for
New England consumers, Exhibit 21 shows that a project like Access Northeast could generate $600
million to $1.4 billion a year to New England electric consumers. The annual average cost savings to
consumers for the 10year period is $780 million to $1.2 billion for the low and high volatility assumption
scenarios, respectively.

Exhibit 21 New England Electric C nsumer Co t Savmgs

SouI:e tV riternatonal
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ICF assessed the impact of Access Northeast by assuming that the winter of 2018-2019 is d “1-in2O year
design” winter and also experiences a large nuclear outage event. On the electric market, CF also used
the 9O-10- scenario from ISO-NE’s CELT report that has a significantly different peak energy load profile
than under the normal weather conditions,

Weather and RO Demand Assumptions
ICF utilized the design winter weather data provided by Fversource, to calibrate the design winter
conditions in New England. Exhibit 22 shows that the design winter is, on average, 20 percent colder than
normal winter conditions. Exhibit 23 shows that residential and commercial demand for the five winter
months is 20 percent higher than under normal weather conditions.

Exhibit 22 Weather Assumptions

November 708 812 15%
December 1036 1188 15%
January 1222 1522 25
February 1052 1207 15%
March 916 1051 15%

Source Eversource, CF International

Exhibit 23 RCI Demand Comparison High Winter Case vs Reference Winter Case

ouic It I International

The 90/10 scenario refers to ISO-NE s electric demand forecast where the probability of electric load land therefore gas dernandi
exceeding the forecast is 10% Therefore a h’gh electric load demand is estimated

icfi corn
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Price Impact and Cost S3vings
Under the cold weather and nuclear outage scenario, Access Northeast is expected to have a more

significant impact on natural gas and electric market. Exhibit 24 shows that on average (before taking

volatility into consideration), natural gas price could be reduced by 23 percent and electric prices be
reduced by 12 percent

Exhibit 24. Colder than Normal Winter Scenario Power and Gas Price Results with and without Access Northeast (Excluding
Volatility Impact)

Without WithoutWith Access With Access
Access Delta Access DeltaNortheast Northeast

Northeast Northeast
Nov-18 $4.95 $ 5.45 10% $40.80 $43.57 7%
Dec48 $10.83 $12.79 18% $52.31 $56.96 9%
Jan-19 $20.95 $ 31.73 51% $81.19 $98.65 22%
Feb-19 $12.07 $14.87 23% $60.99 $68.93 13%
Mar-19 $6.44 $7.38 15% $53.67 $58.05 8%

Source ICF International

Under the cold weather and nuclear outage scenario, ICF assumes that Access Northeast could reduce the
volatility by a level consistent with the high volatility reduction assumption. In total, Access Northeast
could generate approximately $1.1 billion cost savings to electric consumers in the five winter month
period, 25 percent higher than under normal winter conditions, The average cost savings of the ten-year
period, if assuming the 1-in-20 weather scenario and high volatility reduction, is approximately $1.4 billion

a year.

cti. corn
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The portion of Access Northeast that will serve electric generation in New England, assumed in ICF’s

analysis is estimated to cost $2.4 billion. Assuming this translates into a $400 million annual cost, after

taking into account the return on the capital investment and O&M costs annually to operate the capacity,

the estimated benefits of Access Northeast to New England exceed its costs in all scenarios.

Exhibit 25: Annual Access Northeast Cost and Benefits Summary

Base Case Normal Weather $0 8 $1.2 billion $0.4 $0 8 billion

I in20 Weather $1.4 billion ci 0 billion

2013/2014 Extreme Winter $2 5 billion $2.1 billion

Source: ICF International

The net benefits to New England, ranging from $0.4 billion to $2.1 billion, assumes that New England’s
electric consumers bear the full cost of the electric portion of the project, so those costs are netted out
of the total savings that ICF has estimated. However, the cost savings to consumers would be greater if

projected revenues for pipeline reservation charges paid by electric generators were to be credited back

to the consumers as is proposed. We also estimate that the majority of the $2.4 billion investment

required for the project could be recovered from the cost savings in a single extreme winter similar to

2013/14.
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